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lntroduction

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem statement

Agrieulture in Tanzaula has been the major souree of the country expert earnings. lt has

the potential to provide the agrieultural based local industries with raw materials and

also to provide adequate food tor the rapid growing poputation. However the agrieultural

production in Tanzania is still very low. Expansion 01 agrieultural productlon could be

carried out by increasing more area under-cultivation or by the use of other modern

technologies. The modern technologies are designed to increase the output per unit

area of land. These include belter management of soil, inereasing utilisalion of high

yielding varieties, expanding fertiliser u<;e, controlling pests and diseases, better

management of irrigation and waler resources.

The use of modem technologies is still low in Tanzania, however lhe adoption rates

have been reported to be at leasl higher than that of pulting more land under-cultivalion

[55]. On lhe olher hand, agricultural production may be raised by increasing lhe

productivity 01 land already under-cultlvation, but the overall increase in production

depends greatly on bringing more land under-cultivation.

Tanzania has a big potential in agricullure as reflected in its favourable man to arable

land area ratios, diverse agro-climates, substantial untapped and under-ulilised

resources in crop and livestock production, Tanzania has an arable land of about 45

million hectares. Currenlly only about 5 million hectares (10%) of these are under

cultivation [94]. Suppose Ihe area under-cultivation is increased frorn the current 10% 10

30% of the total arable land and also the use of modern technologies is maintained,

then the country should be able 10 feed herseit and to produce enough food and cash

crops for export in other countries.

There are many constrains which contribute to lhe failure 10 use the enormous potential.

One of Ihe constrains lies in the lack of adequate farm power. Current field operations

requiring machinery and equipment tor crop and livestock production in Ihe country are

dominated by 90% small hand tools and animal drawn implemenls. The current low
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level of application of mechanical power contributes to the low level of agricultural

activities and thus low agrieultural Tanzania essentially

rain-fed beeause less than 4% of the eultivated land is under irrigation [27]. However

rainfall seasons in many places are characterised to be short, This neeessitate the

completlon of key farming tasks such as planting and weeding to carried

out in a short time span. When hand tool's technology to accomplish these tasks

only a small area less than 1 ha ean be handled.

In order for the country to use her agricultural potential, there is a need 10 and

improve mechanised agriculture at all level of power application, However agricullural

mechanisation with tractors has been a controversial issue. On one hand there is no

question about the need for higher agricultural production through the increase use of

mechanical power. On the other the contribution mechanical power in

agricultural production has been observed by Tanzanlan planners mainly

economists to be unreliable, costly and inefficient These observations have made the

government In the past to adopt cautlous policies regarding the of lhis

technology. Consequently since 969 encouragement of the n(l\lArnrnA,nt

put more on the use of draft anlmal technology [91].

However MREMA AND MREMA (1993) [62] argued draft animal technology not lhe

solution to agricullural expansion in most of African countries. stated that there are

many constramts to its adoption, include inter alias lack of profitability,

environmental problems, lack of animals, demands for livestock products,

lack of implements, etc, They lurther that drall animal power is likely to playa

leading role in production in only 30% cultivated area because the

technology is suilable in sem i-arid and dried parts of the sem i-humid zones.

farmers with a livestock husbandry tradition can seHle in thesa areas they are likely

to intensify arable crop I-HlJULIGlIU1!.

When the green revolution that has turned Asian countries importers of

food to exporters [2, 38], a number 01 reasons have been advanced the change.

Amongst other things the increased utilisation tractors has played an irnportant role.
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The statistical data on tractor use in Asian countries in the last 50 years (table 1) shows

that the number of tractors in use in India has increased fram less than 10000 in 1950 to

more Ihan 1.4 million in 1997. This indicates that Asian farmers would not be buying

these tractors if they were not them economically and making profit.

Table 1: Growth of tractor population used tor Agricultural production in Different
Countries (1950·1997). Source: FAO Production Year Books 1958· 1997[28J

Year India Malaysia Morocco Tanzania

1950 9000

1960 31000 1500

1970 148000 7776 24684 17000

1980 393000 12500 32000 15898

990 1063012 26000 39155 6000

1995 1400000 43295 41000 7000

1997 450000 43300 43226 7600

Nevertheless, this is not to say that draft animal technology has not played any rote in

the Asian green revolution. Of course it has played a role, but if one moved higher level

of biochemical technologies (both in quality and quantity) then one has also 10 move to

higher levels of physical technologies. Thai is to move from draft animal technology to

mechanical power technology. MISRA (1991) revealed that, draft animal technology

in India contributes to 12.8% of the total cultivated area, whereas tractor technology

contributes to 76.5% of the total area.

Furthermore, the need for tractor use in !he Tanzania is being stimulated by the fact that

the population in the country is increasing at a faster rate than the growth in agricul!ural

production. According to IBRD (1989) [37J data, the population is growing at a rate of

2.8% per annum. The prediction shows therefore that by the year 2010 the population

will be twice as many as were in 1990. However, the growth in agricultural producnon

has averaged to 2% over the past 30 years, The result has been the decline of per

capita food production and increased food imports at a rate of 7% a year. Ta reverse
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the situation requires that food production should be increased by over 4% per year.

Additionally the increase 01 rural to urban is found to be critical to the change.

In Tanzania urban population is increasing al a rate 01 6.9% per annum and doubling

every 0 10 12 years [37, 105]. Since lhe urban dwellers rely on food supply from rural

areas, this therefore increases the pressure on the rural areas to produce even more

food. However il is the educated and young people who migrate from rural to urban

areas to liberate themselves from the drudgery associated with the hand-tools

technology leaving aged people in lhe villages. Data collected in 1990 in

Tanzania shows that more than 50% ot heads of rural households are 45 years old

above [93]. For a country with a life expectancy of 51 years [37], it is indeed facing the

problem of rural population. The older people remaining in the rural areas can not

in any case be expected to increase the agricultural productivity tor the country.

Considering all the mentioned cases, then it is obvious that the area under-cultivation in

Tanzania could be increased substantially if tractor technology is encouraged and

nrc'm'....tt:>ri by the government. The user 01 the technology can not be lhe small scale

peasant farmer who is aged as we have seen. These must be the young and educated

people who can perform agricultural activilies as medium seale eommercial farmers.

This argument is also in agreement with the made by the .Tanzania Vision

Agriculture 2025" (KASHUNDE et et., 1999 stated that if agriculture in

Tanzania is to be expanded, then the current farming eommunity (80% of the

population) need to change fram small peasant dominated farmers to commercial

medium scale holder farmers.

Small scale peasanl farmers are unlikely to lead to a significant in agricullural

productivity and overall production in the medium and long term. For sustainable

agricultural growth in the medium and long term there is need to change the policy from

emphasis on small seale peasant larmers to medium scale commercial farmers. That

does not mean small scale peasanl should be ignored. Inslead by locusing on

developmenl of medium scale farmers, it is anlicipated that will be able to set up

and support sustainable instilutions for inpul supply and output recovery, through which
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small seale peasant farmers can benefit from the services to improve their agriculture.

5

To increase the contribution of the tractor technology in Tanzania, it is necessary

therefore to undertake an economical and technical study. The study should base on

data to be collected in the country because lhe required conditions for successful use of

tractor will be established. Draft animal power technology should also continue to be

encouraged to farmers engaged in cultivaling small areas. Otherwise draft animal

technology is hypothesised in this study as uneconomical for the farmers engaged in

large land areas inasmuch as compared to utilisation of tractor technology.

Agricultural machinery involves large investment of capitai. BROWN AND SCHONEY (1985)

[20] estimated that machinery and building ownership costs accounted for nearly 25% of

the total producnon costs in wheat producnon systems of Canada. Other estimations of

machinery related costs have been reported to be as higher as 35% of the total

producnon costs [21, 102]. The prafitability ot this investment depends on many factors,

some of which cannot be influenced by the machine owners, suchas ths producer

price, interest rate, taxation and inflation. Under these conditions, the achievement of

sustained profit requires the development of sound management practices.

Currently there ls lack ot any approved management practice package suitable for the

country condition. As a result of this, machinery has been operated blindly resulting in

heavy losses ot high investment costs, UNIDO (1983) [90J and FAO (1995) [28J

reported about 45% to 60% of the total tractor population in Tanzania were out of use

because 01 repair problems.

lt is also acknowledged that there are significant differences in machine use, pries

levels, energy requirements, fuel and labout costs, operator misuse levels, etc. All these

indicate that field machinery costs are area and country specific, time dependent and

largely influenced by socio-political forces of the day with tormulated policies that affect

the farmers directly or indirectly. For example the applicability of the limits of the rnodels

for estimating machinery operating costs suffers from rapid changes in prices and

technology, policy differences as weil as variation in social environment. The
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determination of machinery operation costs is rlp.np.l,rlf~nt on so many tactors that each

machinery system must be treated unique (1983) [36] and WITNEY (1988)

[106] developed models for estimating operating costs, The model states

that the costs of using agricultural are simply the sum of:

fixed + variable costs

The fixed costs companents comprise of depreciation, interest, taxation, insurance and

housing. The variable costs components consist of fuel and lubricant costs, repair and

rnamtenance costs. The machinery manager must strive to mini mise the variable costs

and airn at higher productivity to maximise profit. There is very litlle one can da to

influence the fixed costs onee the machines have been selected and bought. However

the success of the management of machinery in the operating

costs depends on the existence of information and data on the level of utilisation,

repairs costs, optimum replacement time and all other limits that contribute in

management decisions. such information and data are not established in

Tanzania. This study was Ihus initiated with the objective to develop these important

tactors in management of tractor in order 10 stimulate agricultural

productivity in Tanzania.

.2 Hypolheses

Failure to increase agricultural productivity in Tanzania is attributed to the government

policy. This is because lhe government policy stresses only on the use ot drall animal

technology and at lhe same time considers mechanical power to be inappropriate. The

policy could be right in the sense that the end user of lhe lechnology is considered to be

a peasant farmer. However since the implementation of this policy more than 30 years

aga the agricultural productivity has remained stagnanl [37). The number of aqriculture

tractors has from 7 000 in 1970 10 about 6000 units in 990 and most of the

peasant farmers have not adopted animal traction technology.
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The cost of living in the country ls going up very rapidly and the majority of the people

are becoming poor and poor with time. The WORLD BANK (1994) [109] reported that the

average annual income level of rural people in Tanzania is about Tshs 42000,

equivalent to DM 110. With this incorne it is definitely impossible tor the people to afford

balanced diets, housing and the basic soeial services. To improve the life standard

income rnust first be improved to a level that will refleet the actual cost of living.

Aceording 10the recommendation of the WORLD BANK, (1994) (109J, an average income

of about 70 times the present annual income is needed tor a family of 6 people in order

to have their baslc requiremenls covered. All Ihat money has 10 come from Ihe farmers

packet regardless of the government contrlbution in social services. In Ihat case the

farmer has 10 cultivate an estimated area of about 30 hectares per year for subsistence

and for family development needs. A farm of that slze can not be cultivated by use of

hand hoes or draft animals when using family labour. The use ot animal draft

technology arid hired labour for such an area will be 100 expensive. The only way to

handle such an area is to use tractor eilher own or hire.

1.2.1 General

The general hypothesis of this study state that the use of tractor technology in Tanzania

if promoted will increase agricultural production. This is because apart from its high

initial costs, the cost of output power of lhis technology is eheaper than that of animal

dratt power. Also tractor lechnology has more potential to put large area under

cultivation and If used based on the economics of scale, its annual cost per unit area ot

cultivated land could be lower lhan that of using draft animals.

1.2.2 Specific

Tractor technology is considered inappropriate in Tanzania because very subjsctlve

criteria are used to decide when and how to operate tractor profitably. There is no data

published indicating the required level of tractor utilisation in terms of hours per year or

minimum farm sizes required to be cultivated per year. There is no information for
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prediction of repair costs and on recommended optimum period for traetor replacemen!.

Additionally there is no data indieate the annual eosts of draft

animals in areas with and without tradition in cattle keeping. annual costs of owning

and using tractors are unknawn information on how best can the farmer minimised

the costs in Tanzania is unavailable. Had this information been available then the users

of tractor technology could be advised r!c';(;oniinnlv based on abjective facts that could

help them to inerease the probability of the technology profitably.

1.3 Objectives of the study

The main objeetive of this is to provide the economic and technieal information

regime) for tractor use under Tanzanian conditians necessary for declsion

management Such data can be obtained by the and costs

associated with the use of tractors in Tanzania,

The objeeiives of the study are:

. Ta evaluate tractor repair costs, by
different conseeutive years of usage and then
could be used for prediclion of repair costs

tractors annual repair costs at
deveiop mathematieal tunctions that

2. Ta develop a software programme tor prediction annuat costs af tractors for different
levels of utilisation.

3. Ta determine the optimum replacement time of tractors based on the total annual
cost model.

4. Ta evaluate the total annual ownership costs draft animals für areas with tradition
and non tradition in cattle keeping.

5. Ta cornpare total annual costs of using tractors with that of using draf!
animals tor different sizes of farms.
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2. AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION IN TANZANIA

2.1 General information about Tanzania

The united republic of Tanzania lies in the tropical savannah region of east Africa

between longitudes 29° and 40° east and between latitudes 1° and 1i ° south (figure

1), with a total area of 945,027 km2
. The country has a population of about 30 million

and the population growth rate stands at 2.8%.

Agriculture is the mainstay of the Tanzanian economy. lt employs more than 85% of

the workfarce in the country and accounts for 80% of the country's exports.

Agriculture has a role to feed the population and to supply raw materials lor the

lndustrial sector, moreover it is a vital market tor domestic industrial goods. Crop

production is the largest sector in agriculture, contributing approximately 61% to the

agricultural Gross Domestic Product (GOP). The study conducted by the government

of Tanzania and the World Bank between i 990 and t 992 estimated that lood crop

production dominates the agricultural economy by contributing 55% of the

agricultural value added [95]. Livestock production accounts for 30%, whereas

traditional commercial crops, namely coffee, cotton, cashew-nuts, sugar, pyrethrum,

tea, tobacco and sisal, account lor another 8% and fishing and hunting contribute to

6%, whilst lorestry i % of the agricultural value added.

Considering rainfall pattern, altitude and farming system, Tanzania can be divided

into four main agro-economic zones [76]:

t The semi-arid central area consisting of four regions, Dodoma, Singida, part of

Arusha and part of Iringa with a rainfall of less than 500 mm per annum. The main

activities in these areas are livestock keeping and cuttivation of food crops

especially sorghum and maize.

2. The coastal area which covers Mtwara, Lindi, Coast, Morogoro, Tanga and

Ruvuma region receives between 500 and 1000 mm of rainfall. Agriculture and

fishing are the main activities in the area. The rnain food crops grown include rice,

composite malze, cassava and groundnuts.
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3, The western area which includes Mwanza, Mara, Tabora, and

Rukwa region, receives 000 to 1500 mm of rainfall. Both crop production and

livestock keeping are practised intensively,

Kilimanjaro

ZANIA

re 1: Map of and Tanzania

rea: 945,027 km2

latlon: 30 Mill,
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4. The highland area covers six regions, Kilimanjaro, the rest of Arusha, Mbeya,

Kagera and some parts of Tanga and the rest of Iringa. The average rainfall is

above 1500 mm. Crop production and livestoek keeping is important in these

regions, but livestoek keeping tends to be inelined toward zero grazing. The main

erops grown in these areas inelude maize, beans, plantains and potatoes.

Agrieulture production in Tanzania is performed by 80% of the population, Out of

these 73% are small scale peasant farmers, 2% small-to-medium scale commercial

farmers and 5% are involved in large-scale modern farms. However the small scale

peasant farmers dominate the production by contributing to about 80% of crop and

99% ot livestock production.

It is estimated that the total area under cultivation in Tanzania is about 5.1 million ha.

This is based on lhe figures ot physically cultivated area ot between 3.4 million ha

and 4.5 million ha and allowing for inter-cropping and sequential planting particularly

in areas with two modal rainfall patterns. 85% of the cultivaled area is estimated to

be under food crops. A breakdown of the area under food crops indicates that

cereals are by far the most important food crops in Tanzania accounting tor 58% of

the Iota I planted area. Maize being the leading cereal crop provide one third of all

calories consumed. Recently rice has also become important due to good returns it

felches in lhe urban markets. Other important food crops grown include cassava,

sweet potatoes, sorghum and millet. Others are wheat, beans, plantains, variety of

vegetables and fruits. The remaining area is used for growing cash crops ineluding

coffee that accounts for 31.5% of the total export earnings. This is followed by cotton

whieh accounts for 20% of the total expert [56J. Other cash crops grown are sisal,

tobacco, tea, cashew-nuts, pyrethrum, sesame, flowers and cardamom.

2.2 Tractor mechanization in Tanzania

2.2.1 Tractor population

Tractor mechanization for cultivation, farm transport, and processing took off in

Tanzania since areund 1950s. Initially these tractors were used on foreign owned

estates growing tea, coffee, sisal, tobacco and wheat. By the early 19605 the number
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of tractors rose to around 1600 units. The number tractors increased fast because

of the emergence of a number of private commerciai Tanzanian farmers of medium

to large scale farms. The Tanzanian farmers used the tractors production

of maize in Iringa, wheat in Arusha and cotton in Shinyanga 45].

The class of Tanzanian farmers was mainly encouraged by the newly independent

government through an easy access to land. There was also good access to tractor

credits from the co-operatives, national development credit agency, private

Tanganyika farmers association, and private tractor dealers. Nevertheless lhe

farmers did not depend on extension services, or back-up services from the

govemment. The mechanization move was informal and the farmers acquired

the management skills by thelr own means or by observing neighbouring settlers

(where these were present). The farmers achieved capacity utilisation of their

equipment by entering into contracts hire service arrangements with other small

farmers and peasants. In areas with short season the tractor fleet was moved

seasonally to other areas with different rainfall patterns to undertake contract

ploughing for economical capacily utilisation.

During the period from 1960 to 1970 the tractor population expanded to about

17,000 units [49, 110]. Most of these tractors were being supplied to government

mechanised capital intensive estates and to lhe village development block farming

schemes. The village schernes were established after nationalisation of medium and

large scale private tarrns in 1967. However many 01 lhese schemes failed due 10 the

lollowing main reasons [63, 80]:

1. Lack of compelent managernent and striet supervision.

2. Poor training 01 the personnet responsible
the equipment, workshop and
responsible operators.

repairing and maintaininq
Iacilities, lack of skilled

3. Lack 01 adequate availability cash and credil when needed.

4. Inefficient utilisation the machinery.

5. Dishonesl among the operators, managers commillee rnernbers.
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Partially due to these early failures the government plan fram 1969 stressed on the

use of draft animal power instead of tractors [91]. Aithough mechanization with

tractors continued to expand on state large scale farms, the government plan caused

the population of tractors to decrease fram 17,000 tractors in 1970 10 less than

16,000 tractors in 1989 [55] arid by 1990 only about 6000 tractors were operational,

The rest were out of order due to various technieal and management aspeets [28].

The government of Tanzania was the sole importer of traetors during the period fram

1970 to 1984. lt imported traetors from different eountries inciuding Great Britain,

Japan, India, United State of America, Germany, ete. The number of traetors

imported during this period are shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Import statistics of traetors in Tanzania for the year 1970-1984

Source: URT 1989 [92]

In 1985 the importation of tractors fram abroad was stopped in the name of import

substitution and instead tractors were obtained from Tanzaula Tractor Manufaeturing

Assembly Plant (TRAMA). TRAMA was established in 1982 as a joint venture

between the State Motor Corporation and the Valmet tractor company of Finland,

The share capital of the Tanzania government was 90% and the remaining 10% was

owned by the Vaimet tractor company of Finland. The roles of this company were to:
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1. Manufacture Valmet tractors after obtainlnq the licence frorn Valmet company of
Finland.

manufactured parts and components in Valmet tractors,

3. Provide after sale service to eustomer through its service werkshops and
established dealer werkshops in all regions.

Sell tractors-drawn implements and spare parts customers.

5. Train customers and dealer representatives so as 10 ensure adequate after-sales
service and maintenance of tractors,

The produetion of Valmet tractors starred in 1983 at the assembly The first two

years 01 produelion was mainly 01 assembling imported disassembled parts

1985 it started to incorporate locally made parts into tractors. The producnon trend 01

TRAMA trorn 1983 10 1990 is as shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: Local
Souree

01 tractors in Tanzania 983-89)
1991 [89J

study adrninistered TRAMA (1 [88] revealed annual minimum

requirement of new tractors in Ihe country is between 1500 to 2000. This is the

number 01 tractors to meet the dernands 01 the existing and the newly re

opened tarrns. Unlortunately the numbers of traetors sinee 1970 to 1990 have been

varying belween 300 and 800 units per year, indleating a serious shortage 01

meehaniea! power In the country.
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In the late 1980s the government changed the development strategy policy from

socialisrn oriented economy towards market arienled economy. The change of policy

resulted into private companies 10 be allowed 10 import tractors Irom abroad. The

tractors imported by private companies were eheaper and much more reliable than

those manufactured by TRAMA. This effect declined ths production 01 Valmel

tractors in the early 19908 and by mid 1990s TRAMA had to stop tractor producnon

altogether. However on lhe other hand lhe change 01 policy resulted in ths increase

01 the operating tractors trorn 6000 in 1990 to about 7000 unils in 1995 [28].

2.2.2 Traetor makes

There are more Ihan 10 differenl tractor makes operating in Tanzania as shown in

figure 4. Massey Ferguson tractors are leading in terms of population unlts, This is

lollowed by Ford, Valmet, and Case International tractors, Other makes are John

Oeere, Swaraj, Deutz, Same, Kubota, Tinkabi, eIe.
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The distribution

region has lhe

regions. Kigoma

Mtwara regions.

01 tractors by regions (Iigure 10 on page 55) shows that Arusha

population lollowed by Morogoro, Shinyanga and Kilimaniaro

region has the lowest number followed by Ruvuma, Lind! and

2.2.3 Research tractor mechanization

Tractor meehanization research in Tanzania is a theme whieh receives the least

attention from the National Research, and Extension Services

[55]. Most of the data continually used for farm machinery management, planniing,

academic and by research is either data from USA or Europe or guess estimates.

Even the need for collection of machinery data the nations was explored

by FAO panel of experts in 1978 [26].

Nevertheless, lew researchers have made sorne eftorts to the situation.

Some of the atternpts include the reports on the investigation 01 lhe scope for

meehanization, machine, implement requirements and utilisation of tractors

in Tanzania [10, 23, 75, 112]. Most of these reports concluded that tractors in

Tanzania were then under utilised. The main reasons reported were:

1. Lack of skilied operators.
2. Lack of adequate repair and maintenance infrastructure.
3. Lack of management skills especially regarding spare parts management.
4. Laek of awareness 01 the costs of operating tarrn maehinery.

HATIBU et al., (1992) [32] reported on the investigation of the status of faeililies for

maintenance and spare part tor tractors in region. They

eoncluded in their that the necessary lacilities repair and of spare

parts are available in Morogoro, but these vary from one place to another. The repair

faeilities and spare parts availability in urban areas are much better than in

SIMALENGA (1989) [77] developed a model for of number of suitable field

work days tor tractors under Tanzanian condltion. The model was based

lhe model he

operations, In the

between 19 and 50 days,

good andon lhe historical weather data in time

determined the average fleld working

cass operation, days determined
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whereas tor planting operation, the range was found to be 10 to 19 days.

Additionally, based on the determined field work days he proposed an appropriate

method which can be used for machinery and implement seleetion.

MWOMBEKI (1992) [64J reported on the agricultural machinery replacement policies 01

tractors operated under the National Agriculture and Food Corporation (NAFCO)

tarrns. He critically found out that replacement policy was not based on any scienlific

analysis.

Exhaustive literature review has shown that very little inforrnation is available on

repair costs arid total annual costs of operating farm tractors in Tanzania. lnstead,

the report on the National Agricultural Mechanization Programme [55] has revealed

that one type of information which is absent from agricultural extension material in

Tanzania is information on farm machinery management.

Additionally, limited amount of work related to tractor mechanization has been

reported from other African countries, such as Nigeria (KOLAWOLE, 1978 [46]),

Swaziland (HENDERSON, 1985 [33]) and in Burkina Faso (KANDO AND LARSON, 1990

[41]). KOLAWOLE dealt with the aspsct of tractor contracting operations in Western

Nigeria. He showed that annual usage of tractors was held down by frequent

equipment breakdown, untimely availability of spare parts, inadequate repair facilities

and lack of incentives for the operators. The study further highlighted that group

owners tended to achieve a higher level of tractor utilisation than individual owners.

HENDERSON studied the economics of tractor operation in Swaziland and

recommended that more emphasis should be placed on record keeping, tractor

selection and training of operators. KANDO AND LARSON reported on the repair and

maintenance cost in Burkina Faso. They found out that the repair and maintenance

costs were higher in Burkina Faso during tractor early life than the predicted repair

costs using the ASAE and Australian data.
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2,3 Mechanization with animal drall power

2,3,1 Background

Animal draft technology was Iirst introduced

missionaries and settlers. Tanzanian tarrnors

Mbeya, Arusha and the Lake mainly between

number of rose 155 units from 1930

adoption draft animal period was linked with a

reasons, Same of these were due development 01 estate farming and a market

tood crops in Iringa and Arusha areas. In Lake zone areas it was linked with

increased cotton prices with the existence of an open almest treeless land

frontier.

rose to over

br,r"f'\f'rlir)(l to figure 5 the ox-plough popurauon from 1961 to 1973 increased

0,000 units. The small increase was be due to the eagerness 01 the

government of the newly independent states radical change

aqricultural sector by use of tractors [44]. However after the policy in 969

in favour of animal traction technology number

110,000 from 1973 to 1983.
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in Tanzania (1956 
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Between 1974 and 1982 the government set up two implement faetories to inerease

the availability of the draft implements. The Ubungo Farm Implement factory (UFI)

was established in Dar es salaam in 1974 and Zana za Kilimo was set

up in Mbeya in 1982. Additionally, to popularise drall animal technology over 60 ox

training eentres (OTG) were established in different parts of the country. The

objective ot the O'I'Cs was to promote draf! animal teehnology by eondueting training

courses to the regional and distriet agrieultural meehanization officers and also to the

village ox-trainers,

Political leaders, and especially the President frequently urged tarmsrs to adopt

animal draft power. Nevertheless the main limitation to the wider adoption of ox

ploughing have been tsetse fly infestation and lack of a tradition of animal keeping in

same areas. Likewise some farmers treat animals just like human being therefore

there is no way they can use animals for draft work. Other reasons are those

mentioned MREMA AND MREMA (1993) [62].

2.3.2 Types of animals used for draft power

Oxen (East African Zebu caUle) and donkeys are the most common species in

Tanzanis used as draft animals. Oxen are the main animals used for agricultural

activities. The use of female cattle tor draft purpese is not yet widespread, perhaps

due to belief that oxen are the only sort of cattle which ean be worked. Donkeys are

mainly used for transport either as park animals or for pulling carts,

Tanzania has about 12 million East Africe zebu cattle concentrated in the north and

north east of the country. The colours 01 this cattle are black, red, white, mixtures of

black and red or white. In 1984 there were estimated to be just over one million

working animals, out 01 which about 840,000 were oxen and 220,000 were donkeys

(table 2).
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Table 2: Population dratt animals in Tanzania 984)
Souree: MALDC (1984) [54]

Region

Arusha 07768

Dar es salaam 23
Dodoma 1 82 30268
Irlnga 53322 3
Kagera 863 96

2
3 6477

Lindi 22 2
Mara 07949 51
Mbeya 045 695
Morogoro 651
Mtwara 10
Mwanza 103729
Rukwa 45481
Ruvuma 93
Shinyanga 247078
Singida 72480
Tabora 71032
Tanga 172

2.3.2 Past researches animal traction IAr,hnnlr.nv in Tanzania

There are about 5 institutions actively involved in anirnal traction researchss and

manufacturing of draft animal implements. These Institutions include CARMATEC,

TEMDO, IPI, 81DO and Uyole Research Centre. Hawever rnost the researches

carried out by these institutions concentrated and lesling

tiIIage implements, weeding imnl",m,~ni'O:: and ox-carts, One of the examples of

researches was carried by Research testinq lhe nAlrfnlrm;~n('Aof

anima! drawn cultivators for malze production the southern Tanzania.

This work was reported by KWILIGWA et 81.,(1 [49]. They revealed that there were

no marked differences in field between the cultivators tested (i.e. Cossul

inter row cultivator over ths row cultivator developed by

The use cultivators alone reduced labour

Oxenization

weedinq by 80%.

weeding, the labourWhen the cultlvators were

were reduced by 40%

cornbination wilh

comparison using only tools.
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Combination of manual weeding and the use of cultivators gave the best weed

contro!. The use of cultivators only gave poorer weed contral which reduces yield

advantage.

Other researches on animal draft power have been reported by individuals. Some ot

them has been dealing with care and management of work oxen. For example

LUZIGA et el., (1992) [53] reported on animal traction use in Tabora region. Whereby

they found out that the use of draft animals in semi-arid areas Iike Tabora is affected

by inadequate nutrition during dry season. Therefore the draft animals are normally

so weak to perform agricultural activities at the start ot season. They

suggested that farmers should be educated and advocated to establish iodder banks

to cater for dry seasons. MGAYA et et., (1992) [58] on the survey of care and

management of work oxen practised in Tanzania found out that only few farmers,

about 30% supplemented their working animals with crop residues and by-producls

during lhe working season. FISHER (1992) [29] presenting his experience in animal

traetion technology reported lhat animal traetion leehnology must be introdueed

gradually, in a certain sequence and not all at onee and there must be an eeonomic

basis to run the technoiogy profitably. SYLWANDER AND SIMALENGA (1997) have

been dealing with gender issues in animal traetion. Their main focus of their research

is 10 make sure that animal draft power reduces human drudgery regardless

whether is a man or a woman.

Very little literature has been published to address the economics of usage of draft

animals in relation to the size of farms under-cultivation. However a number of

blanket statement has been made with regard to the cheapness of the technology as

eompared to tractors. Most likely these were based only on the initial price of the

technologies.
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3. BASICS OF MACHINERY AND ANIMAL DRAFT caSTS

Definition of machinery mainlenance arid

Mainlenance and repair works are measures taksn to rnaintaln and restore the

pertormance of the maehine. These measures aim at prolonging the life span of the

machine. The familiar bath - tub eurve (figure 6) ls used 10distinguish different failure

rates of the machine that can occur at different period of The bath-tub

curve eomprises with three regions, namely failures (infantile

mortality), mid-life (random) failures and wear-out

'" Phase I ~14 Phase 11 ~~ Phase 111 --.
~ I I

I I
~ I 1
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I
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Figura 6: The failure rates eomponenls of the maehine with time (bath-tub)

The early-life failures are caussd by built-in detects, installation errors,

incorrect materials, ete. Mid-life failures are caused by random effeets external to the

eomponent, for example aeeidents, ete., whilst wear

-out faiiure occurs due to the result of mechanical corroslon, ete.

The term maintenanee can be defined as the work done to ensure that failure does

not oceur before a specified life of the component has reached. This ineludes

eleaning, check, greasing, batlery inspection, angine tuning and the general

check-up of the machine. Usually maintenance work is on daily and season

bases, Maintenance costs consist mainly of labour costs,
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Repair works are undertaken to replace different parts of the machine. These include

both scheduled and unplanned replacement of parts as slaborated in figure 7. The

unplanned replacements of part occur due to broken or malfunctianing of

components. The repair costs are normally due to material costs, labour costs and

other costs (such as transport costs for buying spare parts). As observed by

FAIRBANKS et el. (1971) [25], HUNT (1983) [36] and WITNEY (1988) [106J the repair

costs are difficult to estimate because of the unplanned repair works whieh oeeur

randomly. They are usually dealt with as and when they occur. Experienced tractor

owners or managers would know the failure rates of certain components in a given

tractor and therefore they can be prepared to tackle the problem.

Planned ~
Part Replacemen! I

.------'

r II Scheduled 1--__--'
Part Replacemen! I

I I
\

L_~__ ·1 ,L;~1

1

1

RePlacem-~

L~e~p~

I

Figure 7: Systemalic diagram for defining maintenance and repair
Source: Wendl (1992) [103]
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3.2 Methods used for determination of repairs

Literature review

There are two rnethods used for determination and prediction of

cornponents failure. These include:

1. Diagnostic technique

. 2. Oussttonnaire

The Diagnostic technique is Cl method commonly used in aircraft industries but of

recently lt has been adopted in some trucks industries, The methods invalve studying

the natural circles of the components of the machines at different work loads, To

simplify the processes of studying the time of tailures, JOHANNESSON (1998) [39J

developed a simulation model based on Rainflow Cycles (RFC) tor randorn latigua.

In the developed model aserias of different load was modelied as a switching

random load by using a hidden Markov model,

The tatigue tests of matertals in the simulation model are performed with constant

amplitude loads. However when dealing with variable loads, like random

loads another form of equivalenl load cycles are used for countinq. This rnethod is

known as raintlow based on the rainflow cycles, Figura 8 represent a

definition of the rainflow cycle.

Figure 8: Definition of the rainflow cycle
Souree: Johannesson (1998) [39]
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The rainflow eyeles are often measurements of stress variations at some point of the

machine. During simulation a vast amount of rainflow cyclss data are normally

reeorded. The data reduction is provided by caleulaling a rainflow matrix for the

measured load. The damages due to the loading are then ealculated using the

Palmgren-Miner linear eumulative damage hypothesis. Mathematieally expressed as:

1
D,(t) = 2:--

1,$1

(3.0)

The sum is extended over all cycles in the load compieted at time t and N s, is the

eycle life obtained from S-N eurves with the eonstanl amplitude Si

I
-=KS/ (3.1)

A constant K and the damage exponent ß are material parameters. The latigue

lailure of a material occurs when D,exeeeds one,

The advantage of this method is that it predlcts the periods of failure of the

components more accurately, but the disadvantage lies on the fact that it requires

specialist equipment whieh makes it prohibitively expensive to be used in the larming

industry.

The questionnaire method was detailed discussed by WENDL (1983) [101]. 1I

incorporates the use of structured and non structured questionnaire. 1I has the

advantage of using the past recorded data where available. In that ease it enables

collection and prediction of repairs within a short span of time and additionally Ihis

method is relatively chaap. Most of the repair studies in the past have used this

teehnique. However the disadvantage of this method lies on low aecuracy level of

predicting the periods of failures,
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3.3 Annual cost of machinery

Literature review

Aceurate knawledge of calculating the ownership and operating costs is essential

economic management of machinery particularly in investment and replacement

decisions. The average annual cost and the actual cash flows methods are sorne of

the mathematical models used for determination of the annual cost of farm

machinery.

3.3.1 Average annuat cost method

With the average annual cost method, the annual cost is calculated by averaging the

cost components of the machinery over the full period of ownership. The annual cost

companents are made up with the fixed and variable costs.

3.3.1.1 Fixed costs

Fixed costs are the ownership costs that do not vary with the use. The cost

cornponents include depreciation, lntersst on investment, insurancs, and housing.

3.3.1.1.1 Depreciation

Depreciation is defined as the lessening in value of tne machine with passage of

time. If the cost of depreciation is negleeted profit will appear to be higher than

really is by an amount equal to the depreciation that has taken place. A. common

classitieation for depreciation 01 the asset value includes that 01 and

functlonal depreciation. cepreciatlon results lrom a deterioration in the

machine ability to render its intended service. This could be due to wearing off

metallic parts such as piston rings, bushes, etc. Functional depreciation results Irom

a change in the demand for the services 01 machine. The changes may oceur

because it ls more profitable to use a more efficient developed machine, or there is

no langer work for the machine to da, or the work to be done exceeds the capacity of

the existing machine.
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Depreciation for accounting purposes ls predicted in accordance with one of several

mathematical funetions [87]. However the choice of the particular model to represent

the depreciation value over time involves also estimalion of the life of the machine

and its salvage value. The mathematical funetians inelude:

1. Straight !ine method

2. Deelining balance method

3. Sum of the years digits methods and

4. Sinking-fund method of deprecialion.

1. Straight line method

This is regarded as the simplest melhod because the model assumes an equal

reduction in value tor each year of ownership. However this method fails to account

for rapid depreciation of assets in the initial years. Mathematically this is expressed

as:

Where:

P-S
D=--

N

D=- depreeiation rate per year for Nyears

P=- purehass priee

S=- salvage value

N =- life of asset in years

(3.2)

2. Deelining balance method

The method assumes that the machine value decreases at a faster rate in the early

portion ot its service life than in the later life. Sy this method a fixed percentage is

multiplied times the actual value of the mactune at the previous year. Thus the value

ot the macliine decreases through out the time as does the size of the depreciation

charge. Mathematically the model ts expressed as:

D; = BV,"'ik . (3.3)
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where: D, = deprecialion charge at lhe r/IJ year

811,,_1 = book value of asset at ths end of the prevlous

accounting year .

k == depreciation rate ==

P == purehass priee

S == salvage value

N = life ot asset in years

BLAr~K AND TARQUIN (1976) [13] noted that, if the depreeiation value became equal to

salvage value prior to life N ot the asset no additional depreciation charge should be

made for the preceding years. However they noled that this effect generally oeeurs

for short lived assets with N less than five years or for assets with large salvage

values grealer than 20% of the purehass price.

3. Sum of the years digits method

The model assumes tnat tne value of the machlne decreases at a decreasing rate. lf

lhe machine has an estimated life of N years. The sum of years for any number of

years N can be computed from the expression

N N(N+1)2:,.n = 1+ 2+ . . ..+(N -1)+ N =-'---'-
n=1 2

The depreciation charge in any year n can be exprsssed as:

N -n+1
D, = 2 N (N + 1) (P - S) (3.5)

where: D, =depression at any year n between 1 and (Ir year

P == purehass priee

S = salvage value

N = life of asset in years
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The sum of the years digits method of depreciation produces larger depreciation

charges in the eariy life of the machine but decreases rapidly in the later years,

4. Sinking - fund method

The model assumes that the value of the machine decreases at an increasing rate.

One of aseries of equal amounls is assumed to be deposited into a sinking fund at

lhe end ot each year of lhe machine life. The sinking fund is ordinarily compounded

annually and at lhe end of the estimated life of the machine, the amounl

accumulated equals the total depreciation of the machine, The depreciation charge

during any year is the amount deposited mto the sinking fund at the end of year and

the amount of interest earned on the sinking fund during the year. Mathematically the

value for lhe sinking-fund annual payment (SFP) and the value of depreciation, D, at

the end of lhe nth year are expressed as:

i
SFP == (P - S)---

(l+i)N-l

[
(l + i)N-(I+iYJ

D, == (P - S) (1+ i)N -1 +S ,"'","'"',"'00

(3.6)

(3.7)

where: D, == depression at any year n between 1 and (lJh year

n == any year between 1 and N years

P == purehass priee

S == salvage value

N == life of asset in years

i == interesl rate

Another model commonly used in USA only is called Accelerated Costs Recovery

System (ACRS). This system ot dspreciation was introduced in the USA in 1981 by

stalutory law termed the "The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981" which stipulated

a statutory recovery periods of three, five, ten or fifleen years determinable when first

depreciation is cnarqed, lt has provision for tax relief in the year the assel is

purchased l.e. it increases capilal recovery lhrough investment tax credit. Capital
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expense is deducted from the first cost before CU"")""",,, the ACRS depreciation

amount [1

Comparing these methods using a maehine with 10 years life expeetancy, 10%

salvage value and 8% interest rate shows that the straight line, balance, the

sum of the digits and the sinking-fund methods depreeiation all lead to different

depreciation valus-time tunctions 9). Since the information on depreciation is

needed for making deeisions, therefore one of the methods ean be seleeted.
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Figure 9: Depreciation values using different depreciation methods

3.3.1.1.2 Interest on investment

Interest on investment is the rate of gain received trom the investment sometimes

ealled costs or ls a direct sxpense on borrowed capltal. the rate

is stated on per year basis and it reprssents the percentage gain realised on the

money committed 10 the investment. ADELHELM 976) and O'CALlAGHAN

[65] agreed that it ls customary to choose a constant rate interest over the life of

the machine and calculate interest charges on the average investrnent.

HUNT (1983) [36J preferred to consider interest r.h~lril?~'" along housing, tax, and
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insuranco costs arid expressed these as a percentage of the purehass price P. The

manner of assessing the average investment depends on the method of depreeiation

used.

Inflation affects the real cost of borrowing. It is therefore more sensible to talk of real

interest rate. WITNEY (1988) [106] defined real interest rate es the total repayment

related to the purchasing power of the loan. Mathematically is calculated es:

where: i, == real interest rate

i == normal interest rate

j == inflation rate

(3.8)

3.3.1 .1.3 Salvage value

Salvage value is the remaining value of an asset after its eeonomic life. PEACOCK AND

BRAKE (1970) [69J developed a logarithmic predietion funetion for determination of

the salvage values. The tunenon expresses the current salvage value of an n years

old machine as a decimal proportlon of the current initial purchase priee. That is:

where: Sn = salvage value at n th year

S, = first year eorrection factor

SB == annual depreciation factor

P == initial purehase price

(3.9)

ASAE (1986) [3] established the values of S, and Se for tractors as 0.68 and 0.92

respectively.
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Another method lor estimation 01 vaiue was developed by AYRES AND

WAIZENCKER (1978) [6]. Their method proposes that the salvage value 01 an n years

old vehiele related to the current purchase price 01 equivalent new vehicle by

exponenttat tunenon expressed as:

where:

Sn = P[exp(-k,Il)] "'"''''''

S" =salvage value at year

(3.10)

k, = constant exponent rlAnAnrlilnn

type.

P = initial purehass price

some extent on vehiele

The values of exponent k,established for the two-wheel and lour-wheel drive tractors

are 0.2 and 0.24 respectively. These values represented about 97% of the salvage

values varianon.

Despile this value representation, WITNEY AND SAADOUN [107] under

close of the sarne problern revealed that the salvage value determined by

AYRES AND WAIZENCKER (1978) [6J funetion tended be overestimated for one arid

two years old machines. Therefore In order to eliminate this error they modified the

tunenon by inclusion of secend order exponent In that case they expressed the

tunenon for salvaqe value at any year as:

(3.11 )

where: S" = value at year

k, and k, are resale exponents.

P = initial purehass price

The values resale exponents and k,) eslablished by WITNEY AND SAADOUN

(1986) [107J are listed in table 3 for two-wheel and lour-wheel drive tractors,
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Table 3: Resale parameters for first order k,and secono order k, for 2WD and
4WD tractors. Souree: WITNEY AND SAADOUN (1986) [107J

Maehine Type Resale exponents Explanation of data, %

k i,1

All 2WD tractors 0,24 0,005 98,01

All 4WD tractors 0,28 0,007 97.89

Comparison of salvage vaiues obtained using the above three functlons (figure 10

and 11) show that the model tunction developed by PEACOCK AND BRAKE (1970) [69J

eslimales different values as compared to the other functions. The PEACOCK AND

BRAKE (1970) [69J funetion predicts low salvage values ot assets at early age and

high salvage values after long time of use, However the other tunctions [6, 107J

predict approximately the same salvage values.
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Figure 10: Comparison 01salvage values using different melhods (2WD tractors)
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3.3.1.2 Variable costs

Variable costs of a rnachinery are defined the costs whieh increase proportionally

with the arnount of operational use~ This include repair, fuel, lubncant, and oil costs.

3.3.1 Repair costs

costs are those expenses necessary restore or maintain technical

soundnass and reliability the machine [60, 102]. They are altributable wear and

tear, random failure of parts and accldents, Repair costs conslst of costs of replaced

parts and labout costs directly attributable to partleurar repair [obs, Repalr costs are

rnalnly expressed in one of three forms:

'1. As a constant per hour ot machine time.
As a constant per unit area and harvesting tractors).

3. As accumutated cost expressed as a pereentage of the tractor purehass price.

The later method has been more popularly used by many researchers in this studies.

The studies inelude the repair costs rnodels based a survey condueted in 1970

[3]. The model expressed repair costs as:
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(

X \ 203

TAR = 12 1000) " ..""".". (3.12)
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where: TAR = aecumulated repair costs as apercent of Purehase

priee

X =aecumulated hours of use

Other repair cost studies for 2WD arid 4WD were based on an earlier nation wide

survey in the USA. The funetions ware characterised with lower levels of repair Gasts

at higher levels of usage, but at 500 hours and below the tunctions gave higher

repair costs. The established functions were:

For two-wheel drive tractors:

(

X ' i.s

TAR=012 -0 1 .
12 J

and for tour-wneel drive traetors:

( X)"TAR=O.J - .
120

(3.13)

(3.14)

where: TAR = aceumulated repair costs as a pereent of purehass priee

X = aecumulated use

BOWER AND HUNT (1970) [17J predicted accumulated repair costs at any given point

of the machines' lile as:

TAR = RC, x RC, X LRC
, ••••••••••••••••.••• (3.15)

where: TAR = total accumulated repair costs measured at L

L = percent 01machine life at the point where repair costs are

calculated

RC, = a eonstant that express the ratio of TAR to purchase pries

at L = 100%

Re, and =constants determining the shape 01 repair costs

curve
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FAIRBANKS et al., (1971) [25] usinq data trorn members ot a tarrn management

association, with better standards of management and maintenance

practices developed the equation:

'" 0.00014X 2 19
""" .... " .. (3.16)

where: TAR '" total aceumulated repair cost

X '" accumulated hours as a percentage of total

operating hours.

Anolher tunction model was developed by HUNT (1983) [36J for tractors with life up to

4000 hours. The funetion model was expressed as:

X )3
1000

where: 7/1R ~ total accumulated repair cost

X '" hours of accumulated use

WARD et et., (1985) [98] also two funetion models, one for 2WD and

another for 4WD tractors in forest work mainly tor trailer transportanon,

trimming wilh hydraulically driven rotary saw, grass mowing and some other

miscellaneous tasks. The tunctlons were expressed as:

For two wheel drive tractors:

TAR ~ O.042X's''' ,..

For four-wheel drive tractors:

T.4R = 0.4055X'923.

8)

9)
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where: TAR =total accumulated repair cost

X =total accumulated use hours as apercent of 12000 h

MORRIS (1988) [60] also derived a model of similar form as above. The function was

mathematically expressed as:

TAR = 0.0996 x 10.3 X X'4775 ..

where: TAR =Total cumulative repair cost

X = cumulative hours of use

of initial priee)

(3.20)

KANDO AND LARSON (1990) [41] using data from Burkina Faso developed a prediction

funetion similar to those developed in Europe and USA. The funetion model was

expressed as :

j X \1.45

TAR =5.0~--J
\ 1000

where: TAR =Total eumulative repair cost (% of initial priee)

X =aeeumulated hours of use

(3.21)

Other models were developed in Germany by WEIERSHÄUSER (1989) [99] and WENDL

(1991) [102]. WEIERSHÄUSER (1989) [99] using data trorn KTBL established the

funelion for four-wheel drive tractors as:

Y = 12.29Xo 75
- 9.4432X + 1.610282X 1 25

.

where: Y =accumulated repair costs in DM

X = aceumulated hours of use

(3.22)

WENDL (1991) [102] using data eollected frorn repair doeuments wh ich were kept by

repair shops established repair costs for four wheel drive tractors as:

Y = O.106389X" (3.23)
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where: Y = repair costs in DM

X = accumulated hours of use

review

Additionally WENDL (1991 [102] revealed that about 35% of the total accumulated

repair costs in German accounts the labout charges.

Therefore the above repair costs functions review, il can be concluded that

considerable number of models for cumulative repair costs as percentage of

purehass has been Most of these models were using

power functions this could be due to the tact that the power tunenon representation

is simple because it takes into account the costs arid time of failure. The

difference in the model functions could be attrlbuted by the difference in area

of tractors use and lhe difference in the amount of repair variation in terms of time

between failures.

3.3.1.2.2 Fuel and oil costs

Tractor is apower source traction services to other implements. Fuei and oil

consumption in tractor is Qoverned by the arnount of energy demanded at the draw

bar or at the Power Take-Off (PTO).

Estimation fuel diesel can be made different modsls

SU(JQE!stEld by a number researehers [47, 104, 106]. The use suggested models

ean be applicable tractors with no established standards beeause most tractor

manufacturers of recent establish specifie standards for average

consurnption of their tractors. Technical agricultural data books such as

(1998/99) [48J publish these kind inforrnation.

Oil consurnption is defined as the volume of crankcase times the

recommended oil replacemenl change intervals. KRUGER AND LOGAN 980)

estimated that, oil consumption is approximately to 15% of the hourly fuel
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Therefore fuel and oil costs ean be determined by multiplying the average fuel/oil

consumotion by the respectively unit priee of fuel/oil.

3.3.1.3 Other costs

Other costs in the contsxt of tnis report are those fundamental expsnses which are

indirectly charged to tractors. The costs lnctude the insurance, houstnq, tax and

labour costs,

3.3.1.3.1 Insurance costs

Agricultural tractors are usually insured against varlous risks including aceident

damage, thett, fire, ete. lnsurancs premiums are usually payable annually and are

negotiated on the basis of the extent of cover required. Most companies require the

custorner to pay equal annual payments over the whole life of the maehine.

3.3.1.3.2 Housing costs

The housing while having no direet influence on the rate of depreciation can improve

the market value of a machine. Housing cost may be determined by considering the

investment costs of the housing structure. In the case of open yard the cost of

housing is equal to the investment costs in fencing off the area. In Tanzania however

most of tractor owners do not have special housings for tractors rather tractors are

normally parked outside their houses,

3.3.1.3.3 Tax and licensing costs

The amount of tax paid on aqricutturat machinery depends very much on the

country's tax policies in torce. Apart from road license agricultural tractors and

equipment in Tanzania are currently exempted from tax.
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3.3.1.3.4 Labour costs

Literature review

Labour costs are usually charged to the implement being used in a

Labour is charged at haurly rates either in terrns of man hours or machine hours.

Exoarienced managers can carrelate machine hours 10given man hours.

3.3.2 Aetual cash flows method

Actual cash flows is a method whieh involves three typss of cash flows in the

calculation of the annual cost tor owning and using a machine. This include:

1. The capital cost with interest charges repayable by equal mortgage

instalments.

2. The recurring annual repair and insurance eharges.

3. The income from sel/ing the maehine.

AUDSLEY AND WHEELER (1978)

machinery as:

used the method to express the annual cost of

where:

N

(P+ LR,w'-
A = ,=1

w(w N

1+ j
w=--

l+i

1)

)(w--l)

(3.24)

A = annual cost of machine ownership.

P = the initial capital Gast.
R, = the currsnt value of the repair cost in the nlh year.
SN = the salvage value at the end of year N

N = the number of years the tractor is owned.
j = the inflation rate.
i = the interest rate.
w = inflated discount tactor

If the purehass price P is agreed to be by tne amount in equal instalments

(rnortqaqs) per year, then the value of P in equalion 3.24 is replaced by a sequence
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of annual payments M, The final equation developed by AUDSLEY AND WHEELER

(1978) [5J remains unchanged except that P is replaced by the term:

P= f ----!!- = [.Q+~l]M " ,," (3.25)
n=l (1+ i,(l + i,)'

where: P =purehass price

M =annual payment (mortgage)

i, =loan interest rate

N =ownership period

WITNEY AND SAADOUN (1989) [108] modified this equatlon including the annual

repayment of Ioan, interest, recurring annual insurance charge and the effect of tax

Iretief on the lnterest charges. Their final form of the equation for the present annual

lownershiP cost was represented by the following equation:

A = NPV,,, + (l-I)NPV, - NPV, - tNPV, ..

N 1
where: NPV =M~--- or

m ,,=1 (l + i,)"

N

NPV, = ~[Rn+O.OlS(n_I)]w"
11==1

(1+ j)
w=---

(1+0

NP\/, = ~(CA" + /,,)1 (l + i,)" - BCN ! (l +if

CA" = 0.25P(l 025),"-1)

(3.26)
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BC~v = CAn + - P

=Pi,----'--~-'--

A =present annual ownership cost
M =annual mortgage payment
NPVm = present total mortgage cost
NPV, = present annual cost of repairs and insurance
NV~ = present resale value
CA" = capital allowance
BCN = balancing charge
I" = annual interest charge
SN =resale value
P =purehass priee
w =inflated discount factor
ij =investment interest rate
i, = loan interest rate
j = inflation rate
=marginal tax rate

However the inflation rate arid bank interest rates tor the loan and investment has to

be assurned to be constant lhroughoul the period of investment. Additionally WITNEY

AND SAADOUN (1989) [108J assurned that:

1. The insurance cost tor each year be equal to 1% of the salvage value of Ihe
tractor at Ihe end of Ihe previous year 5("_1)'

2. The annual rate ot capilal allowance tor taxation purpese was taken to be equallo
25% on a diminishing basis.

3.4 Oplimum machine replacement time

Replacement o! existing equipment other equipment becomes necessary

beeause of inadequate low failure, development or

other factors. the replacemenl process can be divided inlo two categories

depending on the life pattern of Ihe machirte involved.

1. The equipment deteriorates or become obsolete because of Ihe use or
introduction of new developed machine.

2. The equipment does not dateriorate is subjecl to Iailure or accident.
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The replacemenl study is therefore essential to determlne the time at which the

replacement is economically necessary by minimising costs or maximising profit.

Allhough no generalised solution for lhe replacemenl problem of lhe equipment has

been developed, many models have been introduced and solution have been found

with various sets of assumptions.

FAIRBANKS et al., (1971) [25J proposed two models tor farm machinery based on the

annual average costs and the another based on the probabilistic rnodel. The overall

objective ot the models was to minimise annual costs.

The average annual costs model was developed by considering the following

assumptions:

• The straight line methad was used to determine the depreciation cost.

• The accumulated repair cost and obsolescence charge used in the model are
expressed by power functions B' I" and A' i" respectively. B', A', and n are
constants.

Using this model they established the economic life of the farm machinery as:

(3.27)

where: L= economic life of the farm machine.

P = purehase price

S = salvage value

In the case ot the probabilistic model, they considered that a piece of equipment can

either fail completely so that 11 has to be scrapped with 110 salvage value, or it may

suffer a minor defect which can be repaired. Therefore the nature of failure and the

repair of equipment are random variables depending on age, I, Then let the

probablllty that the equipment will not have to be scrapped befare age t be defined

by the tunenon f (I), and the conditional probabilily that il will need repair during the

intervai r to I + dt , given that it ts in running order at age r was expressed by the
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function r(t)dl. The probabilily of needing arepair or of complete lailure is

dependenl on lhe age of lhe equipmenl and not the previous repair hislory

They suggesled that it may be economical to replace equipment at some fixed age

L, thus avoiding the high risk of repairs with advancing age. The situalion of lhe

equipmenl being subject 10 repair is when the equipment will need arepair in lhe

interval t to t + dt , while not having to be scrapped before age L. Thus the [oint

probability of the above situation was expressed as / (t)r(t). Then the expected

repair costs was established as:

(3.28)

therefore the total expected cost is:

(3.29)

where: P = a complete replacernsnt cost,

R = repair cost

Hence !he expected cost per unit time CE' is:

(3.30)

A condilion 10 be satisfied by L for minimum expscted cost was obtained by

differenliating equalion CE and lhen L was calculated for s: =
. ~

yielded were expressed as:

P(/(L)r(L) - /(O)r(O)]

(/(L) - /(O)J

The final results

(3.31)
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Thus 1I the functions, fU) and r(t) are known, the optimum replacement time L

that satisfies for minimum cast can be evaluated using equation 3.31.

LEATHAM AND BAKER, (1981) [51] addressed Ihe problern of replacemenl decision by

calculating the total annual costs over an infinite horizon tor each possible year 01

ownership and then selecting the year with the lowest cost, PERRY AND NIXON, (1991)

[71] agreed also to this model of the minimum annual costs, however they

emphasised that the repair costs and the annual use are the most important factors

in making the replacement decisions. Similarly HUNT, (1983) [36] defined Ihe

replacement time as that time at which the accumulated costs using the average

annual cost model divided by the accumulated use gives the minimum value.

\The lindings of FAIRBANKS eret., (1971) [25J, LEATHAM AND BAKER (1981) [51]. HUNT

1(1983) [36] and PERRY AND NIXON (1991) [71] seems not to differ because all of Ihem

suggesl that Ihe decision as 10 time for replacemenl depend only on Ihe

laccumulated costs belween Ihe capilal costs and the repair costs. The point at which

i'he accumulated cost is minimum (figure 12) represent the optimum time tor

~ePlacement.
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Other replacement criteria is based on the present machine calied the

defender and a available lis! of replacement alternatives lermed

challengers. O'CALLAGHAN (1988) considered the replacement problern by

comparing cash flows of the and defender over an interval of time. The

fair market value of the defender, or lts resale value in perfecHy competitive market is

taken as the defenders worlh when is decided.

Alternatively, the defenders resale value is considered as a positive cash flow that

offsets part of the challengers initial purehase pries which ean be assumed 10 be

replacement of Ihe defender. The net differences belween the cash flow of the

defender and are then compared for the remaining economic !ife of the

defender.

Mathematically it can be assurned that the annual cost

estimated using a model:

machine operation be
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A,,,? (n) = Cpp (n).f (n).c(n) .

Where: Acop(n) =annual operating cost in the n'h year.

Cpp(n).f(n) = resale value of the tractor in year 11.

(3.32)

47

Then the equivalent annual cost for the defender EAC(d) for its remaining economic

life are given by:

EAC(d) = [f (l1)Cpp(n)+ a(n)(n + l)Cpp(n + 1)(1+ i,,)+ .+a(L)Cpp(L)(1 + im)(L-n1]A(n)

(3.33)

where: a(n) = !(n)Cpp(n)

L =economic life ot the tractor for whieh replacemenl was considered

A(n) =annuity tactor for n years at rate of im

im = minimum acceptable rate of return.

The equivalent annual cost for tne challenger(s) are estimated as:

EAC(c) = [Cp/n) +a(1)Cpp(n + 1)(1+ im)+ +a(L - n)Cp/L)(1 + i",)'L-n1]A(n) (3.34)

Therefore the decision will be made on the basis of the difference:

EAC(c) - EAC(d) = r5 (3.35)

If 8 ;::0 the defender can be relained at least for one year. However if 8 is negative

then the defender has to be replaced.

3.5 Drafl animal technology

Animal tractlon lechnology has a lang history in agricultural producnon. 11 has played

and il stills plays an important role in meeting the power requirements of the farmers

in developing countries. Cattle, buffaloes, donkeys, mules, horses, camels, elephant

and other working animals are normally used to provide power for crop cultivation
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and transport. Draft animals are also ussd for other activities such as water raising,

milling, logging, land levelling, road construction, ete.

Animal power is used in virtually every environment and on every eontinent in the

world. However there are lew countries within the developing countries with long

tradition 01using anima! draft power. These include Ethiopia, lndia, Indonesia, Nepal,

North Alrica and most 01 l.atin America [83J. In these areas large numbers of draft

anirnals, including oxen, cows, bulls, donkeys, mules, horses, buflaloes, and eamels

have been used lor soil land eultivation and transport. In most of the Sub-Saharan

regions, animals (oxen and donkeys) have been used for long traditionally

tor transportation by nomads and traders, but animal drawn implements have not

been used in traditional farming systerns. These have been introduced recently some

60 to 70 years aga. Although cows dominate the caltle poputation, they are seldom

used for dratt operations. The draft oxen are shackled in pairs using withers yokss

and moslly two or three people are used 10 centrot a team of two oxen.

Experience has shown that a pair of draft oxen is capable of working 4 ha per

season [30, 82]. MGAYA et al., (1992) [58] revealed that oxen in Tanzania usually

start working when they are about three years 01 age. However it will depend much

on the adequacy of their leed. Animals reared under poor conditions start with more

than 5 year 01 age. The average working performance is live hours per day lor

agricultural operations and norrnatly draft animals are used for an average period of

5 to 7 years before being sold [11, 31, 66J.

PEARSON AND SMITH (1992) [70J reported that the management of draft animals in

most places is greatly influenced by the importance of the animals placed in a

larming systsm. This is influenced by the fact that animals are used along side with

other sources 01 power, namely manual and rnechanical. There are many factors

that might influence the relative proportional use of these power sources in any

particular area. Taking an example of an area with high population pressure, in

expanding area under-cultivation the use of animal power becomes less available

because 01 lack 01area tor grazing. Therefore farmers in these areas use to greater

extent manual labour than animal power. TEMBO (1989) [86] stated that shortage 01

animal power in the communal lands in Zimbabwe is a major constraint to increase
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productivity of these areas. A shortage of anima! power is often made worse by

drought and disease outbreaks that reduce the populations of all anirnals, including

those used for draft. Following good harvests mechanised power is more available

as farmers can afford to hire tractors. Other important factor connected 10the use of

animal technology is the costs incurred in the processes of owning and using it, This

of course dictates the profitability and the ability of the farmers to switch between

power sources.

3.6 Annual costs of draft animals

Very little literatute has been published to address the issue on the annual cost of

using anirnal drall power. However few attempts to remedy the situation has been

made in terms of estimating the cost components of the technology [22, 66]. The

cost components of animal traction technology can be determined by considering the

sub-systerns that build the technology. At the centre of the technology, there are

three sub-systems relating to drall animals, to the implements pulled and to the

operators. The dratt anlrnals cost systems incorporate the capital, interest, leed and

health. Other cost components are shelter, mortality, training and the amount

incurred due to compensation. The implements cost systems inelude capital, interest

and repair and maintenance costs, whereas the operators cost systems are made up

mainly with the labour costs.

Therefore in calculating the annual costs of drall anirnals a similar methods used for

tractor power technology eould be used but with minor modifications. In this case the

purehass price will be the cost of acquisition ot animals. The interest rate will be

charged on the capital costs, Other costs to be considered will include the salvage

value, health, leed, shelter, labour and others.

3.6.1 Capital costs

These are the costs tor acquisition of anirnals to be used for traction work. Normally

the purehase pries of drall animal is directly proportional to their live weight.

Mathematically can be expressed as:
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where: P" '" purerrase priee of oxen.

ka '" costs per kg of live

'" live weight of oxen.

Na '" IotaI number of oxen,
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(336)

BELL AND KEMP (1986) [11J revealed that Sierra Leon draft oxen are with

about 160 kg live weighl and are normally used a penod 10 six years

before being sold. Within this period Ihey attain an average live weight of about 340

kg. That means the salvage value of the draft animals after five or six years is higher

than the purehass price. A similar argument is also advanced by CORBEl (1986) [22],

who stated that in Sierra Leone the ox salvage value in real terms is higher than the

initial purehass priee, but he could not quantify Ihe real apprsciation

value over years.

3.6.2 Interest on Ihe capital costs

The cost of using money has a large effect on Ihe total costs owning and using

draft anirnals, Just like in any other investment the interest has to be paid for the

borrowed Current interest rates are used each time in the interest

to be on the capital cost. In lhe analysis annual Gasts of draft animals,

interest costs can be calculated by considering the currant interest rate, the

purchasing costs of draft anirnals the expected values,

3.6.3 Feeding costs

The food eaten by draft animals is used most cases to enerqy, The

requirements for vitamins and minerals other than maintenance are

negligible for animals unless they are growing, pregnanl or laclating [70]. A centre

tropical veterinary medicine in United Kingdom estabiished lables tor predicling total

energy requirernents, tood intake change in weight of draft [50].
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However the tables developed are applicable to places where quality leed is

available.

The most important commodity trom draft animals is the work output. The amount of

work output of an animal is directly proportional to its live weighl. The larger the

animal the higher the drafl force it can generate. This means the larger the animal

the less stressed it will become while carrying out a particular task as compared to

smaller animals. Nevertheless, in order tor draft animals to have substantial live

weight, the tarmer must provide sufficient leed and quality) at the lime when

the animals are required 10work.

Number of literature [7, 8, 53] indieate that animals in Sub-Sahara regions are

traditionally left to graze freely on range throughout the year. Therefore feeding 01

the work animals during the rain season is not considered as a problem due to the

availability of forage. However during the dry season natural pasture tends to be

inadequate. This aftects the live weighl of draft animals by reducing Ihem 10 a very

poor state by the time they are required to work at the of rain season. To

counteract this problern some ways of improving the nutrition status have been

proposed. These inelude, the use of crop residual that can be colleeted from the field

and stored tor use when required. This eould also be supplemented with protein rich

oil eakes or cotton seeds where available. Other way is that of establishment of

fodder banks, which can be used to feed animals at the start of rain season. In

plaees with good rainfall shrub legumes such as Leucaena leucocephala and

draught resistant legume such as Macroptilium, Trifolium and Stylosanthes could be

grown [40]. Leucaena could supply oxen with green foliage throughout the year. One

heetare of Leucaena can supply enough dry matter (5500 kg) to feed a pair of oxen

per season.

The cost components of the feed systems can be established depending on the

feeding system used. If the traditional method of providing nutrition to animals is

used then the cost components will be only that of labour used in taking care 01 the

animals during grazing. However when one adopts the methods to cater for draft

animal during the dry season then additional costs have to be included. This will
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depend on the number of drall animals available because

directly proportional to the number

Mathematically these can be expressed as:

where: Fj = total feed costs

Na=total number of animals

kf = of producing feed per anima I

3.6.4 Health costs

Literature review

size the feed farm

The rnajor diseases of draft animals known to occur in east Africa include rindetpest,

black quatter, ttypenosomiesis and contagious bovine. Other diseases are toot rot,

oteutooneumonie. external and internal parasites. Also there are diseases caused

nutritional shortages of key minerals and diseases originating poor sanitary

conditions under which animals are maintained in the night. There is evidence that

diseases reduce work output of draft animals the additional strsss work

indoctrinates draft animals disease 00].

Helminth parasites are to be a cause unfitness and low expectancy

of working donkeys. The study SAMUI AND HUGH 990) [74] is one of the few

investigations that to the financial and losses due to a

disease in draft animals. They estimated that the cost drall oxen being affected by

bovine dermatophilosis in Zambia was 428 Kwacha affected ox. This

was based on lass due to reduction in area ploughed and lowered income

from hire of anirnals. A dead draft animal and so land cultivation and

crop productions suffer, In places where farmers rely on a animal this can

have a serious consequence. Even where a pair anirnals is used, the loss of one

of a pair, especia!ly just before or working season can be critical.

Therefore to prevent and diseases in areas with draft
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animals are eeonomically [ustified. This could be carried out by praetising good

management, by use 01 loeal medicines or industrial drugs.

Determination 01 the health costs is done by considering thres main health cost

cornponents. These include costs für spraying or dipping performed to protsct

animals against flies and ticks, costs for vaccination performed to protect animals

against out-break diseases and costs lor drug administration incurred for treatment

01 siek animals.

The annual health costs are expressed as:

where:

3.6.5 Shelter costs

CH = (Cd +C,. +cm)N" .

Cd= annual costs tor dipping per ox.

C,.= annual cost per ox for vaccine.

c'" = annual cost per ox tor medicine.

Na = number of draft oxen.

Cil = total annuai health eost

(3.38)

Shelter trorn animal point of view ls defined as a structure wh/eh protects animals

trom harsh weather. In rnost part of Sub-Sahara countries farmers build cheap form

of housing with either a shed or just a paddock. Other farmers da not build houses

instead anirnals are either broughl close to their houses at nighl er allowed into their

houses [7J. The cost implicalion from this kind 01 shelters is minimal.

LUKINDO (1992) [52] suggested that the health, strength and life spans of drall

animals can be improved if anlrnals are provided with a good shelter. The shelter

can be a simple structure that needs 10 have any form of shed, wide openings and

which takes care of slocking densities. In that case increasing lhe nurnber of dratt

anirnals will increase the total shelter cost,
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3.6.6 Labour costs

review

Labour lhe main produclive resource of the draft animal lechnology. The

and hired labour is used to perform both farm operalions and take care of the

animals during grazing. During activities In rnost parts of Alrica lhree

peaple work wilh a leam of two oxen, whereas in most parts Asia only a

parsen is required The labour is not paid for tne work performed

whlle hlred labour is paid in cash plus meals for lhe work done. The amount of

cash to lhe hired labour differs from place 10 place. However, lhe amounl

depends much on the agreement between lhe owner and lhe labeurer. 10

CORBEL (1986) [22] the hired labour costs could be equaled 10 lhe minimum wage

by lhe government 10 labourers in the villages and he proposed that

the lamily labout in the cost analysis be considered inasmuch as the hired labour,

especially during the cultivation season,

3.6.7 lnsurance costs

Farmers usually do not insure their animals aqainst mortality the chances

oceurrence are so high. For example BANGURA (1986) revealed that 25% of the

work oxen died in one of lhe projeet in Sierra Leone. The high mortality rate was

associated with heavy inlestalion of f/y stomoxys. CORBEL (1 reported 8% 01

the draft oxen offered as a loan to 67 lamilies by Agricultural

Development Projeet died. The reasons for the mortality were 4% due to diseases

and other 4% because of accidents. Therefore is important for larmers 10 save a

certain amount of funds that can be used to insure draft animals. According to

previous reports this is estimated to be equal to 8% of the purehass priee.

3.6.8 Compensation costs

Compensation costs are irnportant paymenl to be included in lhe cost analysis.

These costs are incurred when lhe draft animals damage crops during grazing or

injure The estimated arnount per animal per year is normally aboul US$ 2

[22].
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4. MATERIAL AND METHODS

4.1 Determination of tractor costs in Tanzania

4.1 .1 Study area

55

Data tor this study was collected fram five regions in Tanzania. The regions

incorporated Arusha, Iringa, Kilimanjara, Moragoro and Tanga. The colleetions of

data from large seale farms were obtained in all five regions but Ior small-to-medium

seale tarmers data were obtained fram two regions, namely Arusha and

Morogoro. The ehoose of the regions was based on the traetor population estimation

of the year 1989 as shown in figure 13. Arusha region has the highest population of

tractors in Tanzania followed by Morogora region, then Kilimanjaro, Shinyanga and

Iringa in that order. The location of these regions is shown in 14.
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Figure 13: Tractor population by region in Tanzania (December 1989)
Source: MALDC (1991) [55]
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The number of large scale farms and srnall-to-medium seale farmers were then

seleeted within the mentioned regions.

4.1.1.1 Large seale farms

The following eriteria were used for seleetion of large seale farms:

1. The farm must be reaehable by the team of researehers durinq the study period.

2. The farm must have relative good past records of traetors that were/are on use at
the farm.

3. The farm management must be willing to affer the reeords to the researehers.

Aecording ta these criteria, Shinyanga region was left out for tractor data collection

because the farms that intensively use tractors tor agrieultural aetivities were too far

to be reached dur/ng the period of study. Shinyanga region was instead replaeed by

Tanga region.

Generally reliable and detailed farm maehinery data was found to be searee in

Tanzania. Nevertheless relative good data were obtained from 12 large seale farms.

The tarrn inelude Arusha Seed Foundatlon, six NAFCO farms, Mtibwa Sugar Estate,

and Mwera Sisal Estate. Other farms were Mringa Estate, Tanganyika Planting

Company and Tanganyika Wattle Company. The summary of the Information from

these farms is presented in table 4. However the records were not obtained for all

tractors at the farms Instead only few traetors with relative good records were chosen

for the study. The number of these tractors fram each farm is shown in appendix 3.

1. Arusha Seed Foundation (ASF)

Arusha Seed Foundation farm Is in Arusha region about 15 km from Arusha town.

The government of Tanzania is the owner of the farm. The farm deals mainly with

production of impraved varleties of seeds sueh as malze, beans and wheat on 600

ha of land. The farm used to own 11 traetors purehased between 1974 and 1992. Ta

date however only 8 traetors are in good working eondition and othsr 3 tractors are
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on lhe process of being auctioned. There are 41 permanent employees. whereas

the numbers of temporary workers range fram 30 to 11 depending on the saason.

Table 4: Summary of lhe information of lhe large scale farms

Farm Owner Area (ha) Producnon Tractor types Units Power Emplcyee

activity (hp) Perm. Temp.

ASF Government 640 Seeds oeee Inter. 66 ..108 41 30 -110

Fiat 45-100

Ford 60

Basuto NAFCO 4000 Wheat Versatile 8 210-280 49 20 -150

Gase lnt. 10 84-148

Gawal NAFCO 4020 wöest Versatile 280 53 20 -100

Gase lnt. 14 88 - 150

Gidagamowd NAFCO 4000 Wheat Versatile 280 57 20 -120

Gase lnt. 14 88 - 150

Mringa Private 400 Ccttee M. Ferguson 12 45 -70 100 200

Fiat 40

Valmet 125 - 140

Mtibwa Governrnent

- Private 4747 Sugarcane Ford 49 78 - 195 1000 350

Mulbadaw NAFCO 4000 Wheat Versatile 280 47 5·100

Gase Int. 13 88 - 150

Murjanda NAFCO 40000 Wheat Versatile 280 47 8 - 50

Gase Int. 14 88- 150

Ford 60 -70

MF 150

Mwera Private 7000 Sisal Same 15 60 - 120 444 120

Setchet NAFCO 4000 Wheat Versatile 7 210 280 52 23 100

Gase int, 146

MF 65

Ford 70

TPC Governrnent 4700 Sugarcane MF 70 72 86 4700

TANWAT Private 17806 Wattle Bell 250 2576 1200

Tea Ford 27 70 - 82

Forest
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2. Mringa Estates
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Mringa Estates Limlted is a privately owned farm. lt is loeated in Arusha region about

12 km from Arusha town. The farm deals mainly with eoffee plantations on 400 ha of

land. lt employs 100 permanent and 200 temporary workers. The farm owns 16

tractors of three different rnakes (MF, Valmet and Fiat), purehased between 1986

and 1998.

The Arusha Seed Foundation and Mringa Estate reeeive about 800 mm of rainfall

annually, mainly from February to May and October to November.

3. National Food Corporanon Farms (NAFCO)

In total six NAFCO farms were chosen for the study. These inelude the Setchet

Wheat farm, Murjanda Wheat Company, and Gidagamowd Wheal Farm. Other

farms are Gawal Wheat Farm, Mulbadaw Wheal Farm, and Basotu plantattön. All

these farms are located in the Hanang district about 350 km frorn Arusha lown and

they are part of the large seven farms owned by the government through an

organisation called National Agricultural and Food Corporation (NAFCO) in Hanang

area. Each farm comprises of at least 4000 ha of land. The farms are used for wheal

production. The climate in this area is characterised by a distinct raln season

followed by the dry period of approximately five to six months. The rain begins in mid

November and end in mid May. The annual rainfall ranges from 500 to 1200 mm.

Each farm employs between 45 and 57 permanent workers. The number of

temporary employees in each farm ranges from 5 to 150 depending on the season.

The peak season is during the harvest period in July to September.

4. Mtibwa Sugar Estate

Mtibwa Sugar Estate is loeated in Morogoro region about 160 km trom Morogoro

town. The area receives 800 mm average annual rainfall. The government of

Tanzania was the owner of the farm until 1998 but now the farm has been privatised

and therefore it is owned by a private eompany. The farm oceupies aland area of

4747 ha, out of whieh 3672 ha are under sugareane plantation. The farm employs
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1000 permanent and 350 temporary workers, The farm owns also a sugar

processing faclory, 49 Ford tractors of different power rating, 14 Caterptllars, 7 grab

loaders and 6 water pumps.

5. Mwera Sisal Estate

Mwera Sisal Estate is owned by a company called Amboni Limited. The farm

is localed Tanga region about 65 km from Tanga town. It occupies a total area of

7000 ha, out of which 4815 ha are under cultlvation. Sisal is the major crop grown on

the farm. The area receives about 1200 mm average annual rainfall.

Mwera Estate owns 2 decorticaling factories, 10 Same tractors, 4 4

Locomotive, waler pump and 1 press. There are 444 permanent workers and 120

lemporary employee.

6. Tanqanyika Planling Company Limited

Tanqanyika Planting Limited (TPC) is located in Kilimanjaro region, about

20 km from Moshi town. The farrn is owned by the government of Tanzania. lt

occupies 6000 ha of land, all under sugarcane plantation. The farm has 4700

permanent workers and owns 70 tractors mainly Massey bought between

1989 and 1996. Other types of agrieullural maehinery include 5 6

Cameco, 1 Combine harvester and a sugar The average annual

rainfall reeeived in the area is about 500 mm. The rain season is frorn Mareh to May

and Oetober to November.

7. Tanganyika Wattle l,;oll1p,:mv Limited. (TANWAT)

Tanganyika Wattle Limited is a private owned farm in The

tarrn is located about 17 km from Njombe town and awns 17,806 ha 01 land, whereas

14,500 ha are under cultlvation. The major crops grown to-date include wattle trees

that cover 9190 ha, tea (687 ha) and torest (4623 However, up 10 the year 1992

they used to cultivate wheat and malze. Maize was mainly produced for seed supply

in the country.
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TANwAT Company owns 8 Bell tractors with 250 hp each, 27 Ford tractors of

different power rating, 8 water pumps, 5 Caterpillars, a factory for wattle extraction

and a factory for tea processing. The average annual rainfall received in the area is

1100 mm. The farm employs 2576 permanent and areund 1200 temporary workers.

4.1.1.2 Small-to-medium scale farmers

Selection of srnall-to-rnedium scale farmers for this study was based on tractor

ownership. farmers who own at least one tractor were selected for the study,

The information of farmers owning tractors was obtained from the district agricultural

mechanisation officers. The final selection of farmers however was carried-out

randomly. The summary of the information of the interviewed farmers in the two

regions is shown in table 5.

Table 5: General information of the small-to-medium scale farmers

Locatlon Farmers Area (ha) Production Types 01tractor units Power

Morogoro 8 100 - 395 Malze Flat 7 70

rural Massey Ferguson 2 70

Valmet 3 70

Kilosa 6 80 - 450 Malze Flat 5 70

Hics Valmel 1 70

Sunflower Massey Ferguson 70

Hanang 5 50 - 350 Wheat Ford 4 60

Malze Massey Ferguson 2 72

Data in Morogoro region were obtained in two dlstricts, namely Morogoro rural and

Kilosa distrlcts, The number 01 small-to-medium scale farmers interviewed in

Morogoro region were 14. It was lound out that the majority of the farmers in

Morogoro region own Fiat tractors, which were bought between 1985 and 1988

under !he Food and Agricullural Organisation (FAO) Tractorization Credit

Programme. Tractors in Morogoro rural district are mainly used for maize

production, whereas in Kilosa district are used for maize, sunflower and rice

production.
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interviewed and these

Ford and Massey

of the tractors are second

In Arusha region five srnall-to-rnedium seale farmers were

were Hanang district. Farmers in these areas use

Ferguson tractors tor wheat malze producnon.

hands .

.2 Data collection

Data collected in this

and secondary data.

can be classifled into major groups, namely primary

classification is based on souree of that data,

4.1.2 .1 data

Primary data is the information (data) collected direet the field. This includes

data obtained from scale farms and data obtained from small-to-mediurn scale

farmers. set of questions listed in appendix 1 were used as a while

colleeting primary data.

4.1.2.1.1 Large seale farms

Data trom large seale farms were obtained trorn the eompanies records and files.

The reeords and files are stored as tools for the aeeounting and

management systems, expenses for individual machines. The summary of

data eollected inelude tractor type, model, power and the initial purchase price. Other

information composed include operator's education background, experlence and

whether in tractor has been undertaken. Additionally data

consisting tractor use in terms of hours, main use, lractor repalr costs, lnsurance

costs and fuel and oll were collected.

Data al Company was obtained from three departments of the

farm, namely the field, workshop and financial department. data interrelated with

lhe use of traclors such as types work, hours of use, quantitiss of fuel and oll

consumption were obtained from the field departmenl. Information eoncerning tractor

repair works was obtalned the workshop department and data related to tractor

costs were extracted from the financial department.
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Data eolleeted at Mringa Estates was obtained from the individual tractor history

card, The card contained all information required. These include the date of

purchase, price, repair work, fuel and oil quant/lies, ete.

The inforrnation on tractors at the NAFCO (slx) tarms were extracted from store

departments beeause they are responsible for keeping all manthly reports of the

farms, including that of tractors.

Data at Mlibwa Sugar Estate was colleeted from the tractor history eards. However

the farm does not maintain complete farm machinery repair records, as a result

relative good data were obtained only for 7 tractors out of 49 tractors which were

available.

Traetor data at Mwera Sisal Estate and Arusha Seed Foundation farms were

extracted from tractor monthly reports, The monthly reports contained data ot. total

cumulative tractor hours and quantnies ot fuel and oil consumed. Other information

was the detail and maintenanee works whieh were carried out in that month,

The cost of spares used the repair work was obtained from the store

department.

Data obtained from TANWAT farm was extracted from individual tractor files. The

files had documents of fuel and oil issue notes, repair and service records. The files

had also some information on total hours for jobs which were carried out in a month.

The repair costs were summarised at the rear of the log-sheet tor each tractor,

whereas the repair costs incurred were obtained from the financial department of the

company.

Generally all large scale tarrns have well-established workshop that undertakes

repair work for their tractors and other available machines. In that case the repair

costs data collected were for the repair works performed in the workshop, These

indicate that the costs of daily routine maintenance of tractors were not recorded

because they were not carried out in the werkshops. Also data for tractors with more

than 200 hp (Bell and Versatile tractors) were not recorded because these kinds ot

tractors are not popular in the country.
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Data on tractor purehass prices were obtained trorn sales records of the farms. Data

on insurance Gasts were obtained from the financial departments of the farms. In all

farms except at Mtibwa and TANWAT farms tractors were covered by the thlrd part

insurance Tractors at Mtibwa and TANWAT farms were covered with the

comprehensive insurance policy. However for the matter of simplicity the insurance

costs for all traetors in the analysis of annual costs were determined accordinq to

WITNEY AND SAADOUN (1989) [107]. is, the insurance costs were considered to

be equal to 1% of the remaining value of tractor at the end of the preceding year.

The vaiues were almest equal to tne arnount paid most of lhe farms under the

lhird part lnsurance policy.

The information of operators at all farms was obtained by the tractor

operators, but sometimes the persans in charges of the agricultural machinery

operators were consulted to countercheck for the correctness of Ihe given

information. The operators were asked questions related 10 their sducation

background, training undergone befare and after being employed and the total

acquired experience slnce employed. Then the information on education was ranked

into grades ranging frorn 1 10 5. The grade 1 was represenling excellent, 2 - very

goad, 3 - 4 - fair and 5 was representing poor.

Information on operanon and management of the tractors was obtained personal

observation and interviews with the managers, supervisory statt, tractor operators

and sometimes by management and organisation records.

4.1.2.1.2 Small-to-medium scale farmers

Data from small-to-rnediurn scale farmers were obtained by using both informal and

structured methods. The structured method was based on a set of questionnaires

attached in appendix 1. The information from srnall-to-rnedium seale farmers was

mainly from memory recalling beeause none of thern kept farm maehinery records.

This had a serious implication because in the ease of repair costs only major events

were able to be remembered but minor repairs tended to be forgotten. In order 10
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eounteract this problem some estimations were made during the course of analysis,

for example the unspecified costs were estimated to be equal to 5% of the other

assembly group component costs.

The information on type, model and tractar power was easily collected by observing

the available tractors. The purchase price of Fiat tractors in Morogoro region was

obtained from FAO regional offiee which issued traetor credits to the farmers.

Otherwise the purehase priee was gathered trorn the farmers themselves. The

annual utilisation hours of traetors eould not be direetly obtained trorn farmers

instead they were estimated based on the total areas eovered per year. The

quantities 01 fuel used per year were estimated basing on the speeifieations

established by manufaeturers. A method used for estimating the insurance eosts for

large seale farms was applied for this group as weil beeause most of !he farmers

eould not remember exaetly the amount they pay for different years of traetor

ownership. However most of them revealed that they insure their traetors under third

part insuranee poliey, whieh is the same poliey used by most of the large seale

farms. The operator information was obtained by interviewing the operators

themselves. The results were then treated the same way as in the ease of large

seale farms.

4.1.2.2 Seeondary data

Seeondary data in this study referred to the information collected from other sourees

apart from those eolleeted from the field. The data inelude bank interest rates,

inflation rates, and the priee of the fuel and oil. The prices of the fuel and oil were

eolleeted because most of !he visited farms were able to provide the annual

quantities of fuei and oil consumed but not the eosts incurred.

4.1.2.2.1 Bank interest rates

The Bank interest rates for saving deposit and lending money were extraeted from

the Bank of Tanzania report [15J. The report shows that there are 14 banks operating

in Tanzania (Table 6). The banks are free to se! their interest rates but these depend

mueh on the market forees prevailing. The interest rates offered by !he National
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Bank of Commeree are 9% and 29% for deposltinq and respeetively,

whereas the interest rates CROB are 10% for deposit and 22% for borrowinq.

Table 6: Banks interest rates (per
Souree: BOT (1

Tanzania.

Name of the Bank

National Bank Commeree 20000 9% 29%

Stanbie 20%

Green Bank 10000 8%

Mili Bank 00000 0%

Stanchart Bank 100000 5% 24%

Eurafrican Bank

Citibank

CROB 10000 0% 22%

& Finance 100000 2%

Exim Bank 000000 0% %

Diamond Trust 100000 0%

Furaha Finance 50000 2% on request

Akiba Commerce 100000 8% 25%

Inter. Bank 50000 10.5% 22%

4.1.2.2.2 Inflation rates

Inflation rates spanninq from 986 to 1999 were obtained trorn the National Bureau

of Statistlos [96]. 15 shows the trend of the inflation rate from 986 10 1999.

The inflation rate occurred in 990. The trend also shows that Ihe inflation

rate dropped from 33% 1994 to 9% in 999.
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Figure 15: The average yearly inflation rates fram 1986 - 1999
Souree: URT (1999) [96]

4.1.2.2.3 Priees 01 luel and oi!

The prices of petrol praducts per Iitre or per kg trorn 1986 to 1996 were obtained

from the company whieh deals with selling of petroleum products (table 7). In that

case the quantities of fuel and oil were converted to cost by multiplying the quantities

eonsumed with the respective price per unlt,

Table 7: The unit cost of diesel and lubricants
Souree: Morogoro Agip Filling Station (1997)

Year

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

Diesel (Tsh/litre)

14.00
19.50
9.50

21.55
64.00
92.00

113.75
155.00
209.00
255.25
306.00

Oll (Tsh/litre)

150.00
250.00
300.00
350.00
400.00
420.00
450.00
500.00
600.00
650.00
750.00

Grease (Tsh/kg)

90.00
170.00
350.00
350.00
400.00
420.00
450.00
500.00
600.00
650.00
750.00
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4.1.3 Data processinq

The collected data eaeh tractor were processed by using a computer. The Excel

spread sheet package from Microsoft for windows version 7.0 was used tor that

purpese. Also the statistical analyses were conducled the same software

package.

The annual tractor use was recorded as lhe performance the tractor The

annual performance was obtained by !he recorded tractor hours for

each year under lhe study. In ease lhe level of was not recorded the

estimation methad was used tor determination the values. The method used was

either by dividing lhe total quantity of diesel consumed in year with lhe standerd

amounl of diesel consumption of the tractor or by considering the average use of the

tractors in the same group. was difficult to get the sxact hours use for each

separate activity carried out by the tractor because available recorded data were

for all actlvities done by tractors a rnonth,

All costs involved in the analysis were adjusted to the base year of 1 in

take care of the effecl of the inflation [13, 36, 60J. The real Tanzanlan shillings were

eonverted to actual Tanzanian shillings by multiplying by lhe factor

(!+j,)(l+j2).,.·· ..(l+i,,) all costs belore 996 and a deflation taetor

+j,)(l+ i,) ...,. .(1+ in) lor cost obtained after 1996. The values 'i2-i"· ...,,.,],,

representsd the respeclive inflation factors Ihe year betore 996 and those alter

1996. The year 1996 was chosen as a base year because this research work was

iniiiated in that year.

The colleeted data were categorised based on the tractor drives, namely the two

wheel drive (2WD) and four wheel drive (4WD). The data lhe two wheel drive

tractors collected from large scale farms were classified further aceording to their

tractor types because rnost 01 the data coliected 10 Ihis group. The

classification of 2WD tractors gave malnly 4 groups of tractor types, whieh include

Massey Ferguson, Ford, Same and Case International. The group 01 tractors

owned by large scale farms 2WD tractors owned srnall-to-rnedium scale
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farmers were not classified into tractor types because the size and distribution of the

data were too small for a meaningful statistical analysis.

4.1.3.1 Repair eosts

Setter understanding of repair pattern is very erueial for a farmer owning agricultural

machinery such as tractor beeause it ean be easier for that farmer 10 budget befare

hand and even sehedule repair operation to reduee the time laken out of field. BOHM

(1993) [14J reported that large saving of machinery eosts ean be made in repair costs

than in costs of fuel and lubricants if unnecessary break down will be avoided or if

the extent of breakdowns will be redueed repairing primary damage at an early

age.

Repair operations for agrieulturaltraelars are earried out when failures oecurs. There

are numerous different reasons whieh resulls to failure. Some of the Iactors include:

1. Type of operation and machine loading

2. Hours of use

3. Age of the machine

4. Badly matched maehine in terms of make and power

5. Operator error

6. Aceidents

7. Environments, ete.

In this analysis however not all faetors influencing repair costs were studied, The

reason tor thaI is due to time and finaneiai limits set for the study. In attempt to

provide the repair costs information to Tanzanian farmers, this study concentrated

mainly on the eHect of age and level of utuisation.

In chapter 3.2. .2.1 repair cost was defined as a combination of the costs of spare

parts and iabour costs involved in repair works. The data collected during field survey

was for the spare parts costs but not for labour costs beeause data on labour costs

was not available. However labour costs during data collectlon were estimated by
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rnost 01 the farms to be

reasonably equal to the

10 about 6% 01 costs 01 spare parts,

014% establlshed in Burkina [41].

value was

In most of the literature reviewed, the total aeeumulated repair costs curves which

eonsider the tractor as a unit have been trequently used in developing prediction

models. This method however lhe realily situalion that tractor is made

a combination of different eomponents. Examples of componsnts inelude

tyres, reams, pistons, cylinder head, alternator, ete.

If lhe tractor could divided lnto number of components and then the

components be and studied the combinalion separate repair

cost funetions of lhe components could the IotaI repair costs tractor

better than the combined models, This is because sorne of the cost tunctions

the cornponents are eyclic in characteristics, henee can be For

example 01 the can that of replacing tractor tyres whlch occur for

example alter every 2000 2500 hours of use, The costs function

replacing be made up by the tyres the labour cost

will be used for installation of the tyres. The disadvantage with thls method is that

lot time will be required to break the tractor into number of cornponents and also to

each component separately. certain cases specialised tools will be required

in order to study and understand the natural some the eomponents.

this study however use the limiled time research work, the tractor as a

unit was divided into five major assembly groups. assembly groups inelude the

transmission and systsrn. Other groups are electrieal system and

lhe group for unspecified components.

1. The engine group includes all cornponents which rnake the tractor

An examples of the engine cornponents are fillers (oil, fuel, air),

head, pistons, crankshaft, and valves. Others are injector pump, nozztes, surnp,

gaskets, water pump, radiator, oil pump, bearing, ete.

Take Offto lhe

2. The transrnisslon assembly group ineludes all (YlImn,nnAnr", which are involved in

transmission of power the engines to the tyres
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lt includes clutch plate, pressure plate, gears in main gear box. Others are

tyres, tubes, speed shift, PTO, differential, ete.

3. The hydraulic system group involves all eomponents whieh make the hydraulic

eireuns in a tractor. Example of the cornponents are the hydraulic pump,

d/reetianal control valves, pressure centrot valves, hydraulic cylinder, hydraulie

filters, hydrautic drives, ete.

4. The electrieal system group ineludes all components responsibts for generation

and dlstributlon of electrieity in the tractor, Examples of the components in the

eleetrieal system group are battery, alternator, wires, relay, bulbs, ete.

5. Other assembly group of eomponents inelude all unspeeified eomponents, whieh

can not be categorised in the above mentioned groups. Examples of the these are

sheet metals, tractor seat, ete.

The classitication of !he repaired components lnto !he mentioned assembly groups

was done with the help of the maintenanee teehnieian at the tarms and whenever

necessary the tractor repair manuals were referred.

Repair cost lunctions of traetors could be best calculated by studying eaeh tractor

over aperiod 01 time. However using sueh a method it would require a minimum of

10 years 10 observe eaeh tractor in order to obtain historical repair data befare the

repair cost functions are established. Since the repair cost tunctions ot tractors were

to be determined within a time limit, the method used by WARD et el., (1985) [98] and

WENDL (1991) (102] was used in lhe data processing. This method has an advantage

of estabiishing the repair cost functions within a short time span, eonsiders repair

cost's data for a group of tractors of the same types, whieh are then elassilied into

different age groups. In each age group the average repair costs 01 each assembly

group, total repair costs, mean utilisation level and lheir respeetive eoefficient 01

variations (c.v) can be caiculated.



The eoeffieient of variation c.v is calculated as,

(4.0)
.r

where: (J = standard deviation

= mean value

The flow ehart shown in figure 6 sumrnarises the proeess involved in the

establishment of the relationship between the average annual repair costs of the

assernbly groups with the tractor age and also in developing cost functions.

The process involved classification of tractors inlo different groups as mentioned

betore. Then, eaeh group, data were arranged based on tractor age. the

average annual hours of use and average repair costs of the different assembly

groups for eaeh age group was ealculated. Thereafter the IotaI average aceumulaled

hours 01 usage for different tractor categaries was ealeulated. The same technique

was used to obtain the average aecumulaled repair costs for eaeh group of

eomponents and for the total repair costs, Thus the between the average

annual repair costs against the tractor age and the functions based on aceumulaled

average repair costs as the percentage the initial price versus the average

cumulated hours were developed.
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.3.2 Calculation ownership costs

cost

relerred

which is

be used for catculationorder to seleet one 01 the two methods

01a tractor, it important to know

study. The annual cost of tractor

comparable other annual returns and example the protltabllity

enterprise is determined the difterence between

rotums from crops harvested less Therefore

machinery on annual basis notion is confusing (depreciation

tax purposes, the reduction resale value 01 a machine depreciation average

over the life ot the machine). All these depreciatlon values an accurate

picture of the annual cost of tractor that the owner

Arltiitiorl:'lliv an annual cost tractor can be defined annual income which

balances the machine cost that aver change in farm bank

balance is the same with the tractor as without it. In that case the method to be used

in calculation has the ettects of the together

with the loan and interest rates.

That the definition of an annual study, the based on the

actual cash flows established by WITNEY AND 989) was seleeted for

lhe purpese of calculatlon of the tractor cost. This because the

melhod considers the actual annual (such as mortgage) and it

accounts tor the changing value 01 money of ownership. The average

annual costs method was not used because considers the depreciation

is not lhe direct cost and it does account tor the effeet of intlation.

[1The equation developed AND SAADOUN (1

by the annual cf Iabour, fuel and

eliminated frorn the equation because in Tanzania

not charged tax, Thus the the equation

annual ownership costs is expressed

was however modified

cornponant was

tractors are

determination 01

A, = NP\/,,, + NPV, - +F +C +C,. () L
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where: t\ == Annual ownership cost.

NPV", == Annuai repayment of loan capital and interest.

NP]/, '" Annual repair and insurance charqes,

NPV, '" Ineome from the tractor,

F;, == Annual tuel cost.

C" == Annual oil cost,

CL '" Annuallabour cost,

To simplify the calculation of tractor annual costs, a cornputsr software programme

was developed, The programme was written using a quick basic language (Q-basic),

The Q-basic language was selected because it is easily available to rnost of the

cornputer users in Tanzania and can be easily converted with the other sottwate

language programmes, such as visual basic.

The written programme is shown in appendix 4, The input data tor the programme

are:

e The tractor type

@ The tractor code

e The purchase price,

" The investment interest rate,

e The loan interest rate,

The inflation rate,

.. The expeeted tractor annual usage (hours).

e Monthly salary of tractor operator (Tshs)

e Tractor fuel consumption rate (1/h)

.. Priee of fuel per litre (Tshs/l)

.. Price of lubricants per litre (Tshs/l)
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The tractors were coded as shown in table 8, The first number represented the type

of tractor drive, whereas the second number was just an arbitrary nurnber,

Table 8: Tractor codes

Tractor types

Massey Ferguson

Case International

Ford

Same

4WD

2WD - SMSF

Power (kW)

62

64

58

52

91

52

Fuel consumption (1/h)

8.0

8.5

7.5

7.0

2.5

7.0

22

23

24

40

25

The price of fuel and oll In Tanzania are Tshs 350 and Tshs 800 per litre

respeetively. The monthly salaries of tractor operators are Tshs 40,000 for operators

of 2WD tractors arid about Tshs 43,000 for drivers ot 4WD tractors, The Co

operative Rural Development Bank (CRDB) investment and loan interest rates wem

used in this study beeause the CRDB is the main lending institution to the agricultural

sector in Tanzania [57J.

The repair costs funetions developed by this study were used for determination of

repair costs in the programme. The resale funetion developed by WITNEY AND

SAADOUN (1986) [107J was used for determination of salvage values because the

funetion was developed more recently as compared to others.

4.1.4 Determination of tractor optimum replacementlime

The tractor optimum replacemen! time was determined basing on the model used by

most of the previous studies. The age at which the total annual cost per hour

reaches a minimum was considered to be the optimum period replacement [25,

36, 51]. The model developed by 0 'CALLAGHAN (1988) [65J was not used because of

lack of sets of replaeement alternatives The sensilivity analyses 10

check the effects of change of inflation rates and bank interest rates to the optimum

replacement period were also carried-out.
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4.2 Determination 01annual costs 01draft animals

77

Just like tor the case of determination 01 the annua! costs of tractor technology in

Tanzania, determination 01 annual costs 01 draft anlmals was made possible after

collecting data in some areas in Tanzania and processing.

4.2.1 Study area

Draft animal data were collected in Shinyanga and Morogoro regions. Shinyanga

region is one of the area in the country with many farmers having the tradition of

cattle keeping. Whereas Morogoro is a region which borders with tsetse-tly inlested

area, therefore the indigenous people have little or no tradition in cattle keeping.

However, nowadays animal draft technology is being promoted by the government

and non-government organisations in the region to assist farmers in alleviating the

shortage 01 farm power. Kilosa district is one 01 the areas that is being favoured by

most of the organisations.

The field study in Shinyanga region was carried out in Kahama, Shinyanga rural,

Bukombe and Maswa districts. The regional and district agricultural extension

officers played a key role in choosing the respective study villages. In Morogoro

region data was collected only in Kilosa district, In Kilosa district the study areas

were decided also with the help of the distrlct extension officers. Two villages were

chosen, namely Lubeho and Kwipipa.

4.2.1.2 Shinyanga region

Shinyanga region lies in the northern part of Tanzania and south of lake Victoria, The

region is divided into five administrative districts. The distrrcts include Bariadi,

Bukombe, Maswa, Shinyanga and Kahama. The region covers a total area of about

50,000 km2 out of which 40% is covered with natural forest. According to 1988

population census the population of the region was 2 million (about 7% of Tanzanian

population) with a population growth rate of 2.8%.
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Shinyanga region can be divided into two agro-elimatie zones, namely the eastern

and lhe western zone. The eastern part of the region receives - 800 mm of

rainfall armually whereas the western part receives between and 000 mm per

year. The rain season is mainly trorn March to April, but sometimes some showers

are received between November and Deeember.

The major aetivities carried out in the region include both and livestock

keeping. Agricullure is dominated cotton in terms of the area under

cultivation. Cotton is the major cash crop of the region and malze is the rnajor

crop grown followed millet, Other food crops grown include groundnuls, swset

potatoes and riee. Sunflower and tobaceo are produeed but in small quantities mainiy

for cash generation. Livestock sector in is dominated by cattle

However the region has about 1 million goats and sheep [56]. Livestock in Shinyanga

is kept as a security (bank) and therefore of animals is mainly done to buy

food in bad years. However farmers obtain milk, meat and manure in addition to

other benefits from livestock.

4.2.1.3 Morogoro region

Kilosa district is ane of the four districts forming Morogoro Other districts are

Morogora rural, Ifakara, and Ulanga. The has an area of 73,039 km2
. Based

on the poputation census of 988 Morogoro has a population of about 2 million. The

use of animal power in region is negligible due to tsstse infestation.

Morogoro experienees orographie rainfail, which is reliable and

influences most of the area. The average annual rainfall is about 000 mm. The

has two distinet seasons, a phenomenon only by six in the

country. Therefore two crops can be grown trorn November to December/January for

the short rains and from to May for the long rains.

The major crops are grown the long rains season, these inelude malze, riee,

and sorghum. Usually maize and sorghum are rain-red whereas riee Is irrigated by

flooding. The three crops (malze, riee and sorghum) form the major food staples for

the region. Ouring the short rains green gram, eowpeas and early maturing maize
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(Katumanivariely) are grown. Other crops such as plantain, fruits arid vegetable can

be raised at either ssason. Sugarcane and cotton are the major eash crops grown in

ths region. Sugareane is mainly grown on estates.

4.2.2 Animal data collection

In order 10speed up the procsss of field survey, research assistants were trained 10

assist in data collection. The research assistants played a key role in colleeting most

of Ihe draft animals data because they were able to earry out the interviews in almost

all selecled villages.

Both formal and informal methods were used in gathering of information. The formal

method was based on a set of questionnaires shown in appendix 2. The informal

method was based on a wide range of farm, off tarrn and family activities carried by

the inlerviewed farmers in the selected households. The key informants in all villages

visited were the family members with draft animals.

The information collected was then fed into the computer tor analysis. The analysis

was carried out by the use of a Microsoft Excel software package tor windows 95,

version 7, similar 10the one used for analysls of tractor data.

4.2.3 Animal data processing

The analysis of the annual costs of draft animals in this study was carried out tor

oxen only because these are the common animals used as draft animals in many

places of the counlry as compared to other work animals (such as donkeys, horses,

cows, ete.). The average annual costs method was applied in determination of

annual eosts because the animal costs are considered not to vary much wilh the

age. The major cost components considered in the method were the purehase price

of draft animals, interest, and insurance costs. Other Gasts components were the

labour, lax, sheller, health and compensation costs.

The cost of feed was not considered in the caiculation because during data collection

the majority of the households indicated that they were not supplementing their draft
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animals with other leeds apart fram practising Iree range grazing. The lew

households which carried-out leed supplementation were tound to use only crop

residues and by-products from their farms which they obtain mainly freely.

In the calculation, the oxen (draft animals) were assumed to start working with an

average live weight of about 200 kg [58]. The oxen were also assumed to work for an

average of 6 years before being sold [11, 31, 66J. By the end of this time the drall

animals were assumed to attain weight 01about 340 kg [1 , 22].

The purchase price 01 the draft animals was considered to be 10% more than the

purchase price of a non working oxen listed by the farmers during the survey period.

The 10% increase in cost is due to the animal training costs, The animal training

period takes normally between one to three months.

On the total area worked by a pair 01 oxen per year, literature has indieated that on

average draft animals in Tanzania work tor about live hours a day [19, 84]. The

starting working time depends much on daily weather. 1l the day has a the

draft animal starts to werk as early as 0300 hours. According to SIMALENGA AND

HATIBU (1994) [78J the lenglh 01 the annual working period varies widely. some

areas draft animals are used tor one growing season while in other areas are

worked tor two growing seasons. However tor the matter 01 unilormity, the

experience lrom other countries was adopted in this study. Thereby a pair 01 oxen

was assumed to have a potential of working 4 hectares per season [30, 82J. In that

ease 3 pairs of oxen will be able to work 12 heetares per season. In other ward the

area to be worked out per season was assumed to be proportional to the

number of pair 01oxen.

The /abour costs were assumed to be charged during the working season,

whieh is equivalent to Ihree working months per year. At this particular time three

labourers will be hired to control a pair of oxen [67J. The wage for eaeh labeurer in a

village of Tanzania was lound to be about Tshs 3000 per month for cultivating 4 ha

but additionally the labourers are provided with food. However increasing the number

of pair of dratt animals will require to increase the number of labourers. Increslsirlg

number of labourers will increase the demand 01 the labourers and this will cause the
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owner ot draft anirnals 10 increase Ihe labour costs accordingly so as to attract the

number ot labeurer required. The estimated Gasts tor such increase are shown in

appendix 10.3. During the oft season the labour cost was assumed to equal to zero

because then the drafl animals will be taken care by the family labour and tor matter

ot simplicity Ihe family labout in this study is regarded to be free during off seasan.

Mathematically the minimum annual costs Ca of dratt anlmals were calculated using

the following functian:

where: /l"a = number of pair of draft animals

annual depreciation value

340
r: =!.lp", s, =200 p"

P"d = total purchase cost 01 trained dratt animal
P" = purchase cost of untrained draft animal
s,=salvage value

[
p (l+i)L, -5 ]

I, (np,,) =2n pa ad ~a a ....... annual interest cost

L"= econamic life of draft animal
ij = loan interest rate
I,(np" ) = 217p"k" annual housing cost

kh = housing cost per dratt animal
I.(np" ) =2/lpa xO.08J;", annual insurance cost

15(171'0) = 2k,Hpo annual tax cost

k, = annual tax cost per draft animal

= 2(c, + Cd + annual health cost

C,.= annual cost per draft animal for vaccination
Cd =annual cost per drall animal for dipping and spraying
Cm =annual cost per draft animal für medication

17(n p,, ) =(3kw)311pa = 9k"llp" ......... annuallabour cost

k w = annuallabour charge per labeurer
18(np,,) = 1400n pa annual compensation cost
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results and discussion

The resuns obtained in this study, as rnentioned betöre emerged trorn data eolleeted

fram three main sources, namely large seale farms, smaü-to-medium seale tarrners

and trom tarrners owning draft animals.

Records of 121 traetors were eolleeted trorn large scale tarms and 25 tractors from

srnall-to-rnedium scale Iarmers. The records obtained from large scale farms were

available for 96 two wheel drive (2WD) and 25 foul' wheel drive tractors (4WD). The

classifications of the 2WD tractors inelude 42 Massey Ferguson, 19 Gase

International, 22 Ford and 13 Same tractors, Data fram small-to-rnedium scale

farmers were only tor two wheel drive tractors. Most likely because in Tanzania it is

not common for small-to-medium scale farmers own tour wheel drive tractors, The

rnean power 01 the 2WD tractors owned by small-to-medium scale tarmsrs

was 52 kW, whereas the power ratings 01 the 2WD tractors owned by large scale

Iarms were 62 kW tor Massey Ferguson, 64 kW tor Gase International, 58 kW 101'

Ford and 52 kW tor Same tractors, The average power the 4WD tractors

was 91 kW.

The anirnal drafts data were eollected from 30 households. The household as a unit

was used because in the majority 01 the villages, the household is the primary uni! of

production, consumption and social interaction. The members of lhe household

rnainly farm together arid supply themselves from a common granary. The household

cornprises of members of the nucleus members 01 the extended lamily, and

otner members of the family, who tor one reason 01' another have to live outside the

village (such as pupils) but are still being supported partly or fully by the family.

5.1 Tractor operator skllls

Tractor operators are the most important people as tar as controlling and

management of tractors is concern. In other word, these are the people trusted to

manage an investment worth more lhan twenty rnillion Tanzanian Shillings. One of

their key responsibility is to carry out normal rouline maintenance that prevents

tractors fram frequent breakdowns and major repairs. Theretore investing into tractor
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business requires to employ a competent tractor driver, The ward competent driver in

this context means an operator, who is weil built in terms of education and skills in

operation and maintenance of tractors. Employing a competent operator can make

the owner of the tractor to expect some returns out the investment.

In Tanzania however the situation is different because the majorily of the employed

tractor operators have never undergone any training in tractor operations and

maintenance. The result in figure 17 revealed that only 15% of the interviewed

operators in Tanzania had the opportunity to altend a training course of not more

than 2 weeks in tractor operatlons. The trained operators were mainly for the tour

whee! drive tractors, One of the training courses was organised by the Canadian

experts tor the operation of 4WD tractors in Hanang wheat belt.

The result 01 the educatlon attained by the operators (figure 18) shows that the

majority of the tractor operators (74%) have the basic education. The basic

education in Tanzania means that one has obtained a primary education. Therefore

it is possible for the person to read and wrlte in Swahili language without any

problern. However it was found out that 23% of the operators did not have the basic

education and out of these about 10% were not able to read and wrile. The results

also shows that 3% of the interviewed operators had completed secondary education

but all of them indicated that they had very little command in English both in writing

and reading.

Trained op e rato rs

Non-tratn e d
ope ra to r s

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Number 01 tra cto r op e rato rs (%)

90 100

Figure 17: Trained and non-trained tractor operators
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Figura 18: Education information ot tractor operators

This study did not establish whether the use of untrained operators resutt into higher

repair costs, However there Is no doubt about poor performance trom untrained

oporators as compared to weil educated and trained operators. Having such low

percentage of tratneo operators is showing that investment into tractors in Tanzaula

lacks adequate information on lhe role played by lrained operators in the success of

the investment. If operators da not have adequate in operations and

maintenance lhen at least one should expecl that the operators will be able 10 use

lhe available instructlon manuals. Nevertheless, all lnstruction manuals available on

tractor operations and maintenance in Tanzania are written in English language and

as established, English is not the commanding ianguage for most of the operators.

5.2 Tractor utilisation

Tractor utilisation may be delined in terms of the number of hours spent by the

tractor on various tasks. The agricultural tasks could be ploughing, harrowing,

planting, transportation, inter row cultivation or spraying operanon. The utilisalion can

therefore be slated as the accumulated quantity of work accompiished by lhe tractor

within a given time interval or can be represenled by lhe accumulated hours within a

specified interval of period.

There are several rnethods used to represent the magnitude 01 utilisalion. HUNT

(1983) [36J expressed tractor utilisation as accumulated hours 01 the use. ADELHELM

(1976) [1] and SINGH AND TANDOM (1987) presented tractor utilisation data as
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total annual hours of use for various tasks ineluding leisure trips. PARK (1990) [68]

presented his work using working days and aecumulated area worked. Also SINGH,

K.N., (1975) [81] presented hour of utilisation considering traetor utilisation hours

for productive and non-productive hours. Produetive hours are those in whieh the

tractor is engaged in useful work. It does not inelude preparation time nor the travel

time from base to the fields. This kind of distinction may be important in preeise

revenue analysis but is of no useful consequence in the caleulation of tractor

operating costs.

In this study, traetor utilisation was expressed in terms of annual hours for different

groups of tractors. However in developing the repair eost funetions tractor utilisation

was expressed in terms of aceumulated hours of use, similar to the method used by

HUNT (1983) [36]. The utilisation level however did not distinguish the different annual

hours sperrt for the different tasks pertorrned by traetors beeause such information

was not available during data collection, Nevertheless most of lhe aetivities earried

out by traetors in lhe studied areas are ploughing, harrowing, planting and

transportation of agrieultural products. The agricultural products include sugarcanes,

sisal cuts, eoffee, wheat, malze, ete.

Table 9 shows the result of the mean annual traetor ulilisation levels in Tanzania.

These are found to be in the range from 600 to 1100 hours per year per traetor. The

coefficients of variations for the result were found to be between 16% and 52%. The

level of utilisation in Tanzania does not differ mueh when eompared to the level of

utilisation in other African countries. In Nigeria for example, KOLAWOLE (1974) [46]

reported that the annual utilisation of government traetors (hire services) was about

500 h, while annual use of privately owned lractors was about 786 h.

Table 9: Mean annual utilisalion levels of tractors in Tanzania

Traetor Make/Group No. of units Age Annual use (h)

2WD Massey Ferguson 42 19 920
2WD Case International 19 19 730
2WD Ford 22 17 860
2WD - Same 13 9 1020
2WD - Small holder 25 17 660
Four wheel drive 25 18 640
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5.3 Tractor repair costs

87

The analysis of the results of repair costs obtained in this study are presented in

appendix 5.1 to 5.6. The results show an extreme range of coefficient of variations

for both repair costs of the assembly groups of components and of the total repair

Gasts. This observation indicates the variatlons that one could expect in repair costs

from one tractor to another. The same kinds of variations have been reported even

with other researchers in a number of previous studies. For example, the standerd

deviations equal to mean was reported in the investigation of repair cost's data in

USA [4] and in Germany [102]. Likewise, WARD et al., (1985) [98] reported extreme

range of coefficient of variations of between 45% and 283% while investigating

repalr costs of tractors in Ireland

In lhis study however, higher coefficient 01 variations was observed wilhin the

different repair costs of the individual assembly groups rather than within the total

repair costs. This could be elaborated by taking an example in table 10, which shows

the coefficient of variations of Massey Ferguson tractors for the total repair costs and

the individual assembly groups. The resuit in this table indicates that the coefficient

of variations of the repair costs within the individual assembly groups ranges from

0% to 283% whilst the coefficient of variations of the total repair costs is in the range

between 40% and 96%. This suggests that the model lunctions of the total repair

costs are much more reliable Ihan the lunctions of the individual assembly groups in

this study.

Table 10: Coefficient of variations from the mean values of repair costs of Massey
Ferguson tractors

Engine

Minimum 45%
Maximum 133%

Transmission

54%
162%

Hydraulic

0%
283%

Electrical

74%
168%

other

0%
239%

Total

40%
96%

5.3.1 Average annual repair costs 01 tractors

The result of the average annual repair costs aqalnst the years of use of Massey

Ferguson tractors is shown in 5.1 and summarised in 19. The resul!
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shows that the average total repair cost per tractor with tractor

age.
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are 4 years old. Also the hydraulic repair costs start to develop when the tractors

have reaehed 4 years old. The electrical repair costs in Massey Ferguson tractors

are seriously high at the age of 8 and 19 years but otherwise they da occur starling

from the beginning of ownership.

The result in appendix 5.2 shows that the overall annual average total repair cost of

Gase International tractors is about Tshs 2,900,000 per traetor. That is equivalent to

about Tshs 4000 per hour per year per traetor when the average annual use of 730 h

is considered. The average minimum annual repair cost value of Gase International

tractors is about Tshs 600,000 and the maximum is about Tshs 6,400,000 per

tractor. The average annual total repair costs of Gase International tractors during

lhe first 9 years are found to be below the overall annual average cost. The

explanation for the fall 01 annual repair costs in year 11 could be clarified by the

major repair works that were undertaken to restore the tractors performance in year

10.

l.ikewise, the result for Gase International tractors (figure 20) shows that lhe engine

arid the transmission repair cosrs dominate throughout the life of these tractors,

However extremely high engine repair costs occur when the tractors are 9, 10 and

from 12 years old and above. Similarly, the owners of Gase International tractors

spent a lot of money in repairing transmission system in year 10, 11, 13 and 14. The

drop of transmission cost observed from year 15 and onwards was related to tne

IChange of tractor tasks. Most of the farm management revealed that old tractors are

assigned to less job than the relative new tractors. That is shifting trorn

IplOUghing activities to less demanding [obs such as transporlation. Even though
I
hydraulic repair costs of Gase International tractors are minimum, high hydraulic

[repair costs occur in year 6, 10 10 14 and 17. Whereas the electrical repair costs

Iranspire uniformly throughout the life 01Gase International tractors,
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Figure 21: Variation of average annual repair casts per tractor with the ages of

Ford tractors

Although Same tractors are increasingly used on the Tanzanian agriculture, they are

relative new on the rnarket. This is also illustrated by the summary of the results in

appendix 5.4. Same tractors had been owned for at least 9 years as compared to at

least 17 years for other tractors. The overall mean annual total repair cost of Same

tractors is about Tshs 2,900,000 per tractor (Tshs 2800 per hour per tractor for 1020

h 01 annual unusanon level). The minimum and maximum average annual repair

costs are Tshs a90,000 and Tshs 7,300,000 per tractor respectively. The first tour

years are characterised by having minimal repair costs, but when Same tractors are

5 years old and above they start to experience high repair costs,

The result plotted in figure 22 shows also that angina tailures are the leading tactor in

the total repair cost in Same tractors. Engine repair costs increase with the increase

of the tractor age. Higher engine costs occur in year 9 as compared to the early lite.

Whereas high transrnlssion repair costs occur in year 2 and 5. On the other hand

Same tractors experience high hydraulic repair costs in year 6 and 8. The electrical

problems appear mainly in year 5.
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Figure 23: Variation of average annual repair costs per tractor with ages ot 4WD

tractors

The analysis of the results of tractors owned by small-to-medium scale farmers are

shown in appendix 5.6. The result shows that the minimum average annual total

repair cost of these tractors is aboul Tshs 240,000 per tractor. The maximum annual

average total repair cost is about Tshs 4,800,000 per tractor, The overall average

annual total repair cost is found to be about Tshs 1,900,000 per tractor.

The results in figure 24 show that tractors owned by small-lo-medium scale larmers

experience engine problems throughout lhe period of ownership. However high

engine repair costs occur when lhe traetors are 6, 8 and 10 years old, Transmission

repair costs are found 10 occur in cyclic nature, mainly after every five years. This

was due to the problems of lack of proper data keeping on repair costs as a result

most 01the tractor owners tended to present their results in cyclic form. For example

it was reported most of lhe tractor owners that tyres are changed after every five

years. This was contrary 10the information obtained from the large scale farrns which

gave the proper period at which the tyres were changed. Hydraulic system in this

group 01 ownership was found to be repaired almost throughout the period 01

ownership. Nevertheless high repair costs in this system are spent in year 7 to 10.

The electrical repair costs are also found to occur periodically mainly after every five

years from year 5 arid 6. The unspecified repair costs according to tractor owners
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occur throughout the period ownership but thelr magnltudes are minimum. During

data collection these were estimated to be around 5% of the total repair costs ot the

other assembly groups.
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A cornparison ot the annual average total repalr groups was

carried out by using the analysis of variance, tact that there

is slgnificant variation of the annual average total repair costs between the different

tractor graups at 95% confidence level, Hnwever

their types or graup have minimum repair

they tend to have high repair costs at

tractors owned by srnall-to-rnediurn seale farrners)

old for the other tractor groups.

In lhe ease of tractors large seale tarrns, Massey Ferguson tractors are

observed to have minimum overall average total repair costs per tractor per

hour, This could be perhaps the reason why the population of Massey Ferguson

tractors for activities In Tanzania is hlgher than other tractor makes.

These are followed Same, Ford, Case International and last but not least the

4WD tractors. are expensive to repair because their corresponding

parts are most cases parts of 2WD tractors,
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However according to MORRIS (1988) [60] the method which considers the annual

repair costs per hour is not the best method for comparing the annual repair eosts of

different tractors because it is does not retleet the variations in the levels ot tractors

use,

5.3.2 Distribution of repair costs into assembly groups

Table 11 shows the distribution of breakdowns among assembly groups of the

Massey Ferguson tractors. The distributions include the highest, lowest and the

mean percentage of the total aecumulated repair eosts. The engine and the

transmission are found to be the sources of high repair costs in Massey Ferguson

tractors. Each group contributes 43% of the total accumulated costs spend in

repairing Massey Ferguson tractors for the 19 years studied. The hydraulic system

contributes to 8% while the electrical and unspecified failures endow 5% and 1%

respectively.

Table 11: Distribution of the repair costs into assembly groups of Massey
Ferguson tractors

Maximum
Minimum
Mean

Engine
52%
20%
43%

Transmission
63%
36%
43%

Hydraulic
7%
3%
5%

Electrical
10%
7%
8%

unspecified
1%
0%
1%

Table 12 shows the result of the distribution of repair costs into assembly groups of

the Case International tractors over number of years. The transmission failures have

shown to be the foremost root cause in the total aecumulated repair costs for 19

years studied. The engine breakdowns are the next high contributor to the total

repair costs of the Case International tractars over years. The mean con!ribution ot

the transmission group is 45% whils! 42% is for the engine. The hydraulic system,

electrical and unspecified problems together contribute to 14% only.

Table 12: Distribution of repair costs into assembly groups of Case IH tractors

Engine Transmission Hydraulic Electrical Other
Maximum 54% 59% 23% 8% 1%
Minimum 27% 36% 5% 2% 0%

Mean 42% 45% 8% 5% 1%
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Table 3 presents the results of the distribution of repair costs 01 assembly groups of

Ford tractors, Ford tractors seem also to sulfer more breakdowns in the transrnisslon

group than other group components over years because the transrnission group is

the leading contributor, with 45% 01 the total accumulated repair costs. The engine

group is the second with the contribution 42%. The electrical and hydraulic system

group contributes each 6% whilst the group is the most inferior

contributor, with only 1% 01 total accumulated repair

Table 13: Distribution repair costs groups of Ford tractors

Transmission Electrical

Maximum 53% 60% 9% 0% %
Minimum 24% 37% 5% 4% 0%
Mean 42% 45~·'o 6°' 6% 1~/o/0

The results of the distribution accurnuiatso repair terms of assembiy

groups of Same tractors are The engine costs contribute

42% of the total accumulated repair costs, Themost, with a mean value

transmission group is found to contnbuts 40% total

accumulated repair costs. The system group of Same contributes

substantially when compared to other tractor types, wilh the mean share 3%. The

remaining groups of components (eiectrical unspecilied) the mean value of

5%.

Table 14:

Maximum
Minimum
Mean

Distribulion repair costs into groups 01 Same tractors
--------

Engine Transmission Eiectrical Unspecified

63% % 27% 5% 3%
19% 22% 8'>; 2% 0%
42% 40% 13~,'S 4% 1%

In the case of Iour wheel drive tractors (fable 15), the engine group takes the largest

share 01 the accumulated repair costs (46%) when compared to olher groups. The

transmission assembly group proeure about 37%, followed by the hydraulic system

group which accounts 10 12% of the total accumulated annual costs. The

electrical and unspecified graups account the rernaining 5% the total repair

costs.
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Table 15: Distribution of repair costs into assembly groups of 4WD tractors

Engine Transmission Hydraulic Electrical Unspecified

Maximum 84% 86% 37% 20% 1 ~!b

Minimum 13% 6% 0% 0% 0%
Mean 46% 37% 12% 4% 1%

Table 16 presents the results of the distribution of the accumulated repair costs of

two wheel tractors owned small-to-medium scale farmers. The result indicates

that the engine group component accounts for most of the accumulated repair costs.

The mean contribution of this group is 41%. The transmission and the hydraulic

system groups are the next, contributing to 26% arid 21% of the total accumulated

repair costs respectively. The electrical group components accounts für 7%, while as

mentioned before the unspecified group takes the remaining 5%.

Table 16: Distribution of repair costs into assembly groups of 2WD tractors (SMSF)

Engine Transmission Hydraulic Electrical Unspecified

Highest
Lowest
Mean

52%
17%
41%

55%
0%
26%

36%
15%
21%

17%
3%
7%

5%
5%
5%

The findings of the distribution of the accumulated repair costs can be summarised

that most of farmers owning tractors in Tanzaula spend more than 70% of the total

accumulated repair costs in restoring the performance of the engine and the

transmission groups. The reason for that could be due to the considerable work

required to expose lhe damaged part of the engine and transrnission groups, as

compared to other groups. For example it is easier to identify and correct an

electrical problem than changing a damaged gear in the tractor gearbox. The

implication of these finding is that when one needs to reduce the repair costs of

tractors in Tanzaula should be prepared to pay much more attention to these two

groups than other groups. If primary failures of these groups can be discovered and

reclified early then there is a potential of serving substantial amounl of money. The

same findings as the these have been reported by BOHM(1993) [14J.
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5.3.3 Repair cost funetions

Results and discussion

In this repair cost prediction functions were based on the between

the accumulated repair costs as pereentage of the initial purehase price against the

eumulated hours of use - just like most of lhe previous studies,

The total accumulated repair cost funetions developed in this study different

tractor types are obtained from the eurves in appendix 6.1 to 6.6. These

predietion funetions are presented in table 17. Whereas the predietion funetions tor

assembly groups of different tractors are shown in appendix 7.

Table 7: Repair cost functions for different groups of tractors

Traelor make/group

Massey Ferguson

Gase International

Ford

cost funetion

(
X J' 1.457'

TAR = 2.6517 1000

,l X ,1.669'

TAR = 3.053,\ 1000J

TAR = 1961{1~Or",j)

0.988

0.9969

0.9957

Same
TAR =

0.991

Four Wheel Drive

Two wheel drive

(
X )3.049

TAR = 0.157 -
lOaD

_ (~j'37J5
TAR - 04639 I

1000.

0.8078

0.9297

where: TAR = total aeeumulated repair costs as % of initial priee (I.P)

X = eumulated hours of usage

The rssult in table 17 shows thatthe power funetions are the best predietion models

of the total aecumulated repair against the cumulative hours of use because

the eoefficients of determination tor all tractor groups except tor the Four Wheel
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Drive tractors indicate more than 90% of the accumulated repair casts are attributed

to variation in cumulative tractor hours. The coefficients of determination for Ihe 4WD

tractors was found to be around 81%. The low value of the coefficient of

determination of the 4WD tractors in eomparison to other groups shows that the

power function ls not the best curve of fit for the data points of this group. But due to

the fact that repair costs are best predicted by power tunction, it was then necessary

also to represent the repair costs of this group in that form.

The functions derived from this study however cannot be generalised to all tractors in

Tanzania because as observed at the beginning of this chapter, large varlations in

repair eosts occur frorn one tractor to another. The variation is acknowledge due to

difference in other factors that are not included in the modelied tunctions. These

factors inciude maintenance practice. inherent tractor defeets, environmental,

operator skill and altitude, accounting proeedure, etc. Nevertheless the developed

functions provide an important analytieal model which indicates the nature and

magnitude of the repair costs. In that case they are appropriate to be used in

determining the expected repair costs for a given tractor type.

5.3.4 Cornparative repair cost curves

Cornparison of the repair costs of 2WD tractors under large and small-to-medium

scale ownership is presented in figure 25. The resull shows that the 2WD tractors

owned by small-to-medium seale farmers have lower repair costs at early life up 10

cumulaled use of about 6,500 hours lhan tractors owned by large scale larms. This

fact could be partially explained by the tact that tractors owned by large scale farms

are operated sometimes by differenl operators and therefore make them more

disposed to abuse at the early Iife than those owned by small-lo-medium scale

farmers which have the advantage of being strictly operated by ane person. However

above 6,500 hours the repair costs of these tractors increase at a higher rate than

the 2WD tractors owned by large seale farms. This could be partially explained by

the fact that at high accumulated usage the 2WD tractors owned by the small

medium seale farmers are too old in comparison to those owned by large seale Iarrns

at the same aecumulated hours. This being attributed by low level of annual usage.

In that case they have higher fallure rates Ihan their counterparts.
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Massey Ferguson tractors under large scale farms are characterised with the low

repair costs when compared to other tractor makes. The reason for this could be due

to the tact that Massey Ferguson tractors experienee less frequency of failures as

eompared to other tractor rnakes. This is because the costs of spare parts for

different 2WD tractors do not differ much from one make to another. Same, Case

International, and Ford tractors have high accumulated repair costs. One possible

explanation for Same tractors to have high repair cost is because of its lower initial

purchase price when compared to other tractor makes owned by large scale tarrns.
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Figure 25: Comparison of repair costs of 2WD tractors study)

The results of 2WD tractors obtained in this study shows consisteney with the

findings in other countries obtained in earlier studies [4, 4 t , 60], However the overall

average magnitudes of the accumulated repair costs function of the 2WD tractors in

Tanzania (figure 26) are higher than those published in Europe and America. On the

other hand the magnitudes 01 repair costs 01 2WD tractors in Tanzania are almest

equal to the result of repair costs documented in another African country, Burkina

Faso for that matter [41],
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The results of lhe 4WD tractors of this study were compared in figure 27 to !he

funetions model developed in Germany [99, 102]. Repair costs of this study were

lower during tractor early Hfe than the predictsd repair costs in Germany, but at

higher usage of above 7000 h the repair costs in Tanzania were higher than that of

Germany. This may be explained by fact that at early Iife less attention was taken to

repair the 4WD tractors in Tanzania, in that case tractor owners had to suffer higher

repair costs at the later ages.
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27: Comparison of repair costs of 4WD tractors with other sources

These findings could therefore be lhe hypolhesis spsculated BEPPLER

AND HUMMEIDA which states that repair costs Africa may be greater

than the repair costs Europe

The reason for costs in Tanzania could either be explained by the

costs of the imported spare parts because labour cost in Tanzania is lower than that

of Europe and Ameriea [98, 02] or due the fact that most of the tractor operators

have never undergone any training in tractors operatlon. Therefore do not carry

out the routine maintenanee of their traetors as speeified by manulaeturers. The

resulting efleets are frequeneies 01 breakdowns and therefare higher repair

costs. During data colleclion however alrnost all tractor operators indicated that they

do routine maintenance as scheduled in tractor service manuals but lhe

truth of remains questionable. On lile olher hand, if the operators do

the mainlenance as scheduled in tractor manuals then lhe problem lies on lhe

provided by tractor rnanutacturers. Probably the repair and

maintenance lhe manufaclurers are not very appropriate

10 sorne 01 lhe operatinq conditions in which tractors are used. However the service

manuals provided for tractors 10 be used in
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5.4 Annual Gasts of tractors
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The results of annual costs of different tractors in this study were obtained for three

different levels of utilisation, namely the annual use of 500, 1000 and 1200 hours.

These levels were chosen because tractors in Tanzania are tound to operate within

these ranges. As mentioned in chapter 4, equation 4.1 was used to determine the

annual cost of the tractors. The loan for investment was assumed to be obtained

trorn GRDB bank.

The current averages initial price for the different tractor types used in the

calculations are shown in table 18. The price is much more influenced by the

average power of the tractors rather than by the tractor makes.

Table 18: Gurrent initial pries of tractors in Tanzania

Tractor type

Massey Ferguson

Gase International

Ford

Same

4WD

2WD (SMSF)

Average tractor power (kW)

62

64

58

52

91

52

Initial price (Tshs)

22,400,000

24,000,000

22,000,000

18,700,000

35,340,000

18,000,000

The ownership period of tractors used in the programme was taken to be 19 years.

The choice of the period was based on the information obtained from the field

survey, for example it was found out during data collection that some of tractors

(Massey Ferguson, Gase International, and 4WD) in Tanzania were operational for

at least 19 years. The bank rates used in the calculation programme were 10% for

the investment interest rate and 22% for the loan interest rate. The 9% inflation rate

was used because this was the average current inflation rate in Tanzania [96J.
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Appendix to show the summarised results of Ihe annual ownership cost per

at different periods, The results

10 33 respectively. dernonstrate

different tractors decline rapidly the first few years atter sometirnes the annual

cost eurves beeome flatter, When the the total

eost eurves inerease with the inerease tractor age, This kind trend a typical

result of the ownership costs one can expeet 08]. life

machines are experiencing a decrease in capital costs, Whereas in

later stages when Ihe curve is on Ihe increase, are from the

increase in repair costs due rate wear and tear.

The results of the annual costs at different levels of ulilisation indicate that 2WD

tractors wilh annual use of 500 hours have higher annual cost than 2WD tractors

nArfnrmirln about 1000 200 hours annually. However in Ihe case 4WD tractors

Ihe result in 32 shows that the annual cost tractors used 500 h per year

is higher wilhin Ihe first 10 years ownership than that of traetors used 1000

1200 hours, Above years ownership annual usage

hours are found to have high annual costs followed by tractors used 1000 hours.

The inerease of annual use trorn 000 hours for most the tractors

Ihe first few years 01ownership decrease Ihe annual costs. However the decrease

cost is minimum about 6% stages

tractor ownership the annual costs 200 hours per year tend

to increase more than tractors with annual usage fact could be

elaborated with an example of the 2WD tractors owned small-to-medium scale

farmers (figure 33), The figure shows that the annual costs of 2WD lraetors used tor

200 hours year are higher than same tractors

used for i 000 hours per year for Ihe period above years.

use

rnost of the

operated below

economieal

This is

Therelore Ihese results suggest that it more eeonomieal

tractors to be used an average of 000 hours per year than 10

or above figure. Whereas in case 4WD

be operated an average annual use of about

beeause need first to be repiaeed a
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tractors due to their high initial purchase prices. Secondly although the 500 hours

seems to be few hours but the fact is 4WD tractors can perform a lot of activities

within such time span because they are bigger machines and therefore their

performance is higher than that of 2WD tractors.

The result of the annual costs of Massey Ferguson tractors (figure 28) indicates that

the minimum annual cost of these tractors will be about Tshs 9,800 per hour if these

tractors will be used for 1000 hours per year. The minimum annual ownership cost of

Case International tractors (figure 29) will be about Tshs 11,500 per hour. Whereas

figure 30 shows that the minimum ownership cost 01 Ford tractors will be about Tshs

10,800 per hour. The result in ligure 31 shows that the minimum annual cost of

Same tractors will be about Tshs 9,200 per hour. The minimum annual cost 01 4WD

tractors will about Tshs 18,000 per hour (Iigure 32), il these tractors will be used lor

500 hours per year. The results 01 2WD tractor owned by small-to-medium scale

farmers are presented in figure 33. The minimum annual operating cost of these

tractars will be about Tshs 8,200 per hour for annual usage of 1000 hours. The

explanation for the difference in annual cost per hour between different tractors could

be due to the difference in the initial purchase prices of the tractors and in repair

costs.

The comparison 01 the minimum values of annual ownership costs established in this

study with the annual costs of owning tractors in Germany (tabie 19) shows that the

annual costs of using tractors in Tanzania are high by almost .1 to 1.5 times the

annual costs of owning tractors in Germany. The reason for this is attributed more to

higher operational costs in Tanzania than in l:ie'rmclnV

Tab!e 19: The annual ownership costs of Tractors in (.;Arm;~ml

Source: KTBL, 1998/99 [48]

Tractor type

2 WD (49 - 59 kW)
2 WD (60 - 74 kW)
4 WD (75 - 92 kW)

Note: DM 1 = Tshs 380

Annual cost (DM/h) Annual cost (Tshs/h)

6772
7843

16405
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is however passible 10 reduce the annual costs tractors in Tanzania if same

measures will be taken. Some of the measures can be used apart fram using

tractors optimally are Ihe tractors with low initial price or

reducing repair costs of tractors,
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The initial priee 01 the traetor has a signilieant effeet to the annual eost. 1I this can be

reduced then the annual ownership cost of tractor can also be substantially

decreased. In Tanzania this can be achieved by the use 01 imported second hand

tractors. In Morocco for example, where the mechanisation degree is still low like that

of Tanzania, a considerable number of second hand tractors are used tor agrieultural

activities [16]. More than 50% of the estimated 43,000 tractor units in Moroeco are

imported secend hand tractors. Their experience shows that even though

modifications on the imported second hand tractors are carried-out at the beginning,

once the tractors are bought, the final initial costs of second hand tractors are far

below the initial price of the new tractors. Generally the second hand tractors in

Morocco have given a good response for tarrners needs despite the problems of high

repair costs, WARD (1990) [97] also suggested that second hand tractors of less

than 4 years are the best option for farmers with annual use of about 400 to 900 h.

On the other hand, reducing repair costs of the tractors could be another feasible

measure to decrease the annual costs of ownership. Actual repair costs can be

reduced by maintaining tractors carefully. This could be achieved by employing weil

educated and trained tractor drivers in the field of tractor operations, service and

maintenance. In the case of tractor operators who are employed but do not have

quality in tractors operatlon, short training courses need to be arranged for them. In

Tanzania training courses can be arranged through the government extension

services system in collaboration with tractor dealers, or vocational training centres.

Additionally it is high time now for the tractor operation programme to be

incorporated in the daily extension services system offered by the government of

Tanzania to farmers. The tractor programme can be addressing activities like the

importance of tractor record keeping, routine maintenance on tractors, minimum area

10 be cultivated per year when using a certain size of tractor, etc. Just like how other

activities are addressed to farmers, for example how better a farmer can conserve

soil, lhe importance of using improved seed and fertiliser, ete.

Other important method which can be used to reduce the ownership costs is to

replace tractors within the optimum period. Every farmer or machinery manager has

10 consider from the very beginning replacemenl of tractor once that tractor is

bought.
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5.5 Recommended tractor optimum replacement age

Tractors all other machines have definite life tractor

defined as the number years over which the annual ownership cost minimum

,65, [, There a point at is more eeonomieal replaee a traetor

than to aecept inereasing repair costs. tractor above this results

unnecessarily additional costs unattraetive.

During collection was owned seale

farms in Tanzania were operated lor that the tractor

replacement poliey the was lowest cost per

utilisation hours as suggested by a number researehers. Instead was revealed

that 01 tractors in most was deeided top management based

agrees

with the of MWOMBEKI (1 MWOMBEKllound that most

the National Agriculture and tarrns in Tanzanla ceased

operation due beeause management

did not have funds tor replacement personal conversation with small-to-

medium larmers with tractors revealed that most money obtained by

these tarrners especially frorn hire service jobs other words

there is no money set aside and later replaeement purpese. The

little money saved by most farmers repair

The recommended optimum replacement ages various tractor makes included in

lhis study are shown table 20. The results were oblained the

in 28 33 at which the annual ownership costs ot tractors are

minimum. However case where

importanee advancernent was considered. case the

reolacernent periods were taken at the year where the deerease annual eost

was so minimum the adjacent years.

are annual use 01 1000

annual usage 500

two tractors should

20

was rAI:nrnrrlArlrJF,rJ5.4

The results presented

whereas

beeause
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be used at that annual levels. The useful life of Massey Ferguson and Same traetors

is recommended to be about 10 years. Gase International and Ford tractors are

recommended to be replaeed at the age of 8 years. The table also shows that the

4WD tractors have 10 be replaeed at the age of 14 years, while the 2WD tractors

owned by small scale farmers are reeommended to be replaeed at lhe age of 7

years. The recommended replacemenl ages are equivalent to an average total use

of between 7000 and 12000 hours.

The eomparison of the these results agree very weil with the findings of the other

previous researchers. Particularly WARD et el., (1985) [98] proposed 8000 h as the

best period for replaeemenl of tractors, While BOWER AND HUNT (1970) [17] were of

the opinion that 12000 h is a more realistie period for replacement. Other findings

documented in different data books show that 10000 h is the best time for tractor

replacement [48]. However all findings agreed that the actual replaeement ages of

traetors are signifieantly affeeted by annual usage levels and ehanges in repair and

reliability costs over time.

Table 20: Optimum recommended replaeement age for different tractor groups

Tractor Annual use Reeommended replaeement age

Massey Ferguson 1000 10 years or 10000 hours

Gase International 1000 8 years or 8000 hours

Ford 1000 8 years or 8000 hours

Same 1000 10 years or 10000 hours

4WD 500 14 years or 7000 hours

2WD (SMSF) 1000 7 years or 7000 hours

The results 01 the traetar replaeement age established above as mentioned before

were based only on levels ot tractor usage. Yet it is not clear how other faetors in the

tunenon used for determination of the annual eosts can affect the replacement age.

These Iactors include the bank interesls and the inflation rates. Inflation rate in

Tanzania for example dropped from 33% in 1994 to 9% in 1999 and still the

prediction indicates that the inflation rate will drop to about 6% in 2002 [96J.

Ghanging inflation rate will also attect the bank interest rates. In that case a
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sensitivity analysis was eonducted in order to determine the effect of these tactors on

the replacement age of tractors and to broaden the of the results to

other situations,

To lhe analysis the investment interest rate was assumed to be constant

while varying the inflation rates and the loan interest rates, The inflation rates were

varied decreasing lhe values from 0% to 40% of the investment interest rate,

while the loan interest rates were changed by increasing the values from 0% to 140%

of the investment interest rate, In the analysls however the investment interest rate

was eonsidered to be 10%, In that case lhe inflation rates used in the analysis were

varied from 10% to 6% and the loan interest rates were ehanged trorn 10% to 24%,

The sensitivily analysis was earried out using data of 2WD tractors at

two levels of annual usage, namely 500 hand 1000 h because of avoiding repetltion.

As lhe ettect ot bank interest rates and inflation rates to Ihe optimum replaeement

age are considered 10 be the same on both 2WD and 4WD tractors due to the tact

that the funetions used in calculation are the sarne.

The results of this are plotted in figure 34, At high annual use the effect of

inflation rates and bank interest rates are insignificant on the optimum replacement

age, but at low annual usage lhe result shows that as the inflation rates deerease

while increasing the loan interest rate the replacement age of the tractors increases,
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500 hoursJyear
1000 hours/year

113

Figura 34: The effect of bank interest and inflation rates on optimum replacement

age

However in order to establish the reason for the effects shown in figure 34 another

analysis was done by varying inflation rates fram 9%, 8%, 7% to 6% while the loan

interest rates were varied trorn 22%, 18%, 14% to 12%. Four different usage levels

(500, 600, 800 and 1000 hours/year) were considered in each scenario using the

same data of 2WD tractors owned by the small-to-medium scale farmers.

The results of this analysis (appendix 9.1 and 9.2 and plotted in 35 to 38) show

that when investment rate and loan rate are constant while varying the inflation

rates, the replacement age decrease with the increase of inflation rate at low annual

usage of 500 and 600 h. However at high levels of annual usage the replacement

age is almost unaffected (figures 35 and 38). This could be parlially explained by the

justification raised by PERRY AND NIXON (1991) [71]. At low annual usage, the capital

cost required the tractor be kept for langer period to spread the cast over more

years. Whereas at high usage the great benefits accrued fram the investment
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encourages more rapid replacement Similarly when loan and investment interesl

rates are kept constant, low inflation rate will encourage 10

the bank rather than a loan and in so doing lhe investor will be encouraged

keep the tractor at a Bul il the inflation rate is increased, lhese

discourage money into lhe bank rather the situation encourages take

loan, in that case the environment is good for more replacement.

annual levels 01 usage lhe benefits will be the key role as a resull the change

in inllation rates will have very liltle impact to replacement aqe, This linding however

is somehow in line by lhe slatement made wilh YULE et et. [111] that the

reptacernent age 01 tractors is affected by inflation. With low inflation they suggested

that it is better 10keep a machine langer, while times of intlation il is better 10

change machinery more rapidly.
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36: The eHeet of inflation rates on the optimal traetor replaeement ages for

different levels ot annual usage (loan interest rate 12%, investment

interest rate 10%)

On lhe other hand, when investment interest rate and inflation rate are kept eonstant

while loan interest rates are the replaeement age of the tractors increases

with the increase of the loan rates at low annual usage (500 h and 600 h). At annual

use of about 800 to 1000 h, loan rates had almost no effeet on the optimal

replacement age (figure 37 and 38). This could again be partially explained by the

fact that the increase of loan rates increases the capltal expenses ot the tractors.

Therefore at lower annual usage the period to keep the tractor is extended to spread

the costs over more ysars,
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5.6 Annual costs of draft animals
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The annual costs of using draft anlrnals (oxen) in Tanzania were determined by

considering lhe results of lhe analysis of data collecled from the field and by

considering some few assumplions. The assumptions were based on informalion

obtained fram secondary sources such as lileralure.

In accordance to material and melhods (4.2.3) a replacemenl period of six years was

used in the calculations presented in this work. Other assumption was on the

acquisilion of draft animals, just like in Ihe case of tractor technologies, the

importance of financial support was also considered in lhe analysis. 1I was assumed

that farmers using draft animals for agricultural activities have equal access 10

financial institutions operating in lhe counlry as farmers using tractors. This means

lhe purehass of draft animals was considered to be financed by the bank loan

(GRDB bank in Tanzania). An interest rate of 22% is charged on the loan given to

the farmers. The loan repayment is spread over the economical life of the draft

animals.

The summary of the result of costs obtained from field survey are presented in table

21. The table shows that the purchasing priee of a non trained draft animal (ox) in

Shinyanga region is lower than that of Morogoro region. Aecording to t - statistic the

variation differenee of the mean purehase priee of ox is significant at 99% confidence

level. This is not a surprise because as mentioned before Shinyanga region has a

tradition in animal keeping while Morogoro region does not. The traditional keeping

of cat!le result into higher population of oxen in Shinyanga region than in Morogoro

region. In that case the supply of oxen to the local markets in Shinyanga is higher,

thereby resulting to lower price of ox than in their counterpatt Morogoro region.
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Table 21:

Results arid

Resul! of ~~",~,'T~h~\ of drafl animal (ox) in Shinyanqa and Moroqoro
regions

- value

Average price per ox 75,340 166,470

(36%)

Annual tax per ox 500 400

Mean annual vaccination cost per 5,019 3,633

(24%)

Mean annual cost per ox 9,519 5,547

(46%)

Mean annual treatment costs per ox 10,981 11,067

(40%) (58%)

Average annual costs per ox ,300 3,850

-6.6***

.93

3.42***

-0.05

Note: Values in brackets are coefficient ot variations

Sicnlficant at 99% confidence interval

Not applicable

The annual tax rates per cattle in both areas are set the local government of the

areas. The results of the tax rate revealed that there is no much

difference in values in the two

It is a common trend for farmers in Shinyanga and Morogoro regions to vaccinate

their callle (including draft animals) a number of diseases whieh tend to erupt

in their areas. Farmers in both areas mentioned black quertet, toot and mouth rot,

rinderpest, pteuropneumonie and East Coast Fever as the major diseases whieh

erupt in their areas. The average annual vaccination cost per dratt animal in both

areas is shown in table 21. Farmers in region sperrt more cost on

vaccination than in Morogoro. However the statistical - value shows that there ls no

significant mean cost difference between the areas at 95% confidence level.

is another measure taken farmers of both areas to protect the draft

animals and other anirnals diseases caused protozoa, transmilted by ticks

(anplasmosis, babesiosis and theileriosis) and other external parasites. In most
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cases the dipping wells are owned by the respective local governments of the areas.

Farmers pay the local government a fee per animal every time take animals tor

dipping. The fee paid tor dipping is areund Tshs 100 per animal per dip in both

areas. Nevertheless, the mean total annual dipping cost per draft animal incurred by

farmers in Shinyanga region is higher than in Morogoro region. The statlstic also

confirms the mean cost difference at 99% confidence level. The reason tor the

difference cauld be partially explained the fact that in Shinyanga, most of farmers

keep large number of cattle because they regard cattle as their only wealth (banks).

Therefore in order to proteer the animals from loss caused by tick borne diseases

they take their anlrnals frequently tor dipping to keep them clean and health.

However, in Morogaro region farmers do not consider cattie as their only wealth and

thus the level of eare of the animals is not so high and this is reflected in the low

dipping frequency.

The treatrnent costs ot draft animals are the costs that farmers incur to eure siek

animals. It includes diagnostic eharges and the cost of buying drugs. The result of t

statistic indicates that there is no significant mean difference in the annual treatment

costs between Shinyanga and Morogoro regions. Nevertheless, the result in table 21

shows that farmers in Mmogoro region have higher cost in treatment of ox than in

Shinyanga region. This is perhaps due to the problern of the trypanosomiasis

disease caused by tsetse-fly in Morogoro region.

Other impartant cost cornponsnt of the draft animals is the housing costs. The

housing costs in Morogoro are relative higher than in Shinyanga region. This eould

be explained by the tact that in Shinyanga region farmers accommodate many eattle

in one hausing than in Morogoro. In Morogoro region most of the farmers keep a

sma!! number of cattle in a house, in most cases a pair of draft oxen. As a result,

when the housing costs are distributed to the total number of cattle accommodated

in a housing, the result is low housing costs per animal in Shinyanga.

The results of the minimum total annual costs of owning and using a pair of draft

animals in Shinyanga and Morogoro regions are shown in table 22. The total costs

are regarded to be minimum because the costs da not include the feeding costs and

labour costs during off season. The feeding costs was not considered because the
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management by majority of farmers in both areas on free

while labour is used for taking care of the animals during

labour in these areas is as free because monthly

range

grazing. The

salary is

Table 22: Annual costs of using a pair of draft animals
Morogoro regions

in Shinyanga and

~d - price of trained ox 82,874.00 83,117.00

S" - salvage value of ox 28,078.00 282,999.00

La - economical life of oxen 6 years years

1,0) - annual cost for a of oxen - 5,068.00 - 33,294.00

I, (1) - annual interest cost for a pair of oxen 48,394.00 06,931.00

IJ(1)- annual housing cost for a pair of oxen 2,600.00 7,700.00

14 (I) - annual insurance cost for a pair of oxen 13,260.00 29,299.00

15(1) - annual tax cost for a pair of oxen 1,000.00 800.00

160) - annual health cost for a pair of oxen 51,038.00 40,494.00

17 (1) - annuallabour cost for controlling a of oxen 27,000.00 27,000.00

180 )- annual compensation due to a of oxen ,400.00 1,400.00

TOTAL 29,624.00 180,330.00

The overall minimum total annual cost of a of oxen in Shiinv,~n(l!1 is

Tshs 129,624 and in Morogoro region is found to be Tshs 180,330. Considerino

finding it can be concluded that the cost of using draft animals in Tanzania varies

from one area to another, Areas with traditlon in cattle have advantage

low annual costs of draft oxen as compared with areas of little or no tradition in

cattle keeping. This is somehow proving the hypothesis speculated by MREMA

AND MREMA (1993) [62] that animal traction technology is more suitable (socially and

economically) Ior farmers with tradition in animal keeping than those without

tradition.
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5.7 Comparison of annual costs of tractors and draft animals
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Comparisons of the annual costs of using tractors and draft animals were carried out

in order to determine how expensive are the two power technologies in relation to

each other. Moreover to establlsh the optimum sizes of the farms that are suitable to

be cultivated by either of the power sourees. Ta achieve this, the analysis was

carried out by comparing the annual cost per unit output power and then by

comparing the annual cost per unit area for different tarrn sizes.

The average power outputs shown in table 8 were used tor determination of the

annual cost per output power (kW) of tractors, In the case of the draft animals the

output power extracted from literature was used in the calculation because during

data col/ection the output power of draft animals was not measured. However, STOUT

(1979) [84] reported that the power outputs of draft animals working under tropical

conditions vary trorn 0.44 kW for a pair of Zebu bu/lock to 0.97 kW for a pair of

Indian Brahman oxen. Similarly KWILIGWA et al., (1991) [49] found out that a pair of

lhe East AfTican zebu cattle provide power output of about 0.56 kW for slx hours per

day. Therefore in accordance to these the annual cost per outpur power ot using

drall animals in Shinyanga and Morogoro regions was based on the outpul power of

0.56 kW. The rasults of this analysis are shown in appendix 10.1 and in fiqure 39.
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Figure 39: Comparison of annual costs per unit output power of tractors and draft
animals
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such as initial priee, insuranee, medication per unit area remains constant with the

inerease of area because these costs are direetly proportional to the number of

animals available.

The results of the annual costs of tractors per unit area decrease with the increase of

farm areas. A very high cost is incurred when the farm slze is small. The costs

decrease sharply as the farm size is increased to about 50 ha. Then the curves

decrease slowly and later flattens out as the farm slze increases more than 150 ha

lor all tractors. This could be explained the fact that large tarm area needs more

annual hours of use than srnall larms. Therelore when the fixed costs are spread

over larger number of hours larm area) the cost decrease with lhe increase of

the hours of use. The trend of the annual costs per hectare of tractors obtained in

this study are consistenee with the studies conducted with other previous

researchers [47, 97].
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Figure 40: Comparison of annual costs per hectare for different larm sizes

The resulls in 40 imply therefore that farmers with small farm slzes of about 4

to 10 ha are advised 10 own and use dratt animals for agricultural production. Annual

cost per hectare 01 owning dralt animals for small larm sizes is much lower than that

of owning a tractor for same number of hectare as can be seen fram the graph.
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Farmers wilh farm areas of more lhan 100 ha can be advised 10 own tractor tor their

agricuilural activities because the annual costs of tractors per unit area al these sizes

shown be less than lhat of using draft anirnals. However tarrnsrs having

between 50 ha and ot land can own tractor on the condition that they should

orenared to affer contract services to other farmers so that the minimum area

tractor of rnore than 00 ha per year is reaehed.

Whereas for farmers with farm areas of between 20 ha 40 ha could not be advised

own tractors or draft animals instead ean be advised hire tractors trorn

other farmers or else increase their farm slzes,

Similar have been reported in different studies such as that of HENDERSON

AND FANASH (1 in Jordan, RAHMOO (1979) [72] in Pakistan and HUNT (1

[36] in USA. HENDERSON AND FANASH reported that to justify a tractor in

Jordan the area of tarm should not be less than 100 ha, Whereas RAHMOO

stated that to justify a 2WD tractor in Pakistan the area of the farm should be

between 00 and ha. Other that of HUNT, stated that to own a

kW tractor the farmers !leed to have the optimum Iarrn about 240 ha. Thersfore

the results obtained trorn lhis study and ths standard menlloned above show that the

relationship between tarm area and tractor cost per uni! farm area ls positive.
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Tractor as apower unit is an essential farm power input In medium or large seale

agricultural production systern. The cost of owning and using tractors in Tanzania is

found to be higher than that countries, The problern of cost

is due to the fact that the is appropriate for Tanzanian eondition

as it was noted in the government second flve year plan ]. Instead it is due to

improper farm praetice and inability tor farmers perform farm operations iike

business enterprise. Lack of decision making factors associated with limltlng

management requlrement for of agricultural producnon costs could

psrhaps be the source of the However according to this study there is a

minimise annual costs tractors and thereby increase the opportunity

to maximise profit for the whole agricultural system in Tanzaula. In that

case agrlcultural productivity Tanzania could be stimulated inereased more

fold than at present

6.1 Tractor operation and management data

any management proper data keeping a very fundamental resouree for

making and effecling decisions for prediction the future of the business. Reeord

keeping as reported in Tanzania is not praetised at ali by the srnatl-to-rnediurn seale

tarrners. The record exercise the large scale farms was seen to be a

useless formality beeause it was very to obtain a complete record

for each traetor at every farm visited. recorded data in rnost cases was not used

to influence any decision for rnaklng cost/return for farm production systern,

Also the reeorded data was used at all to influence the optlrnurn replacement

period of the tractors,

is therefore very benefieial to increase awareness on the Importance 01 record

in Tanzania to all agrieultural owners, This could be achieved by

addressing the issue through serninars and short courses, The participants could be

all personnel involved in tractor management including tractor owners, oporators,

and In the ease large scale farms also management personnel and entry clerks

could also be involved, It wiii be also interesting to open up a special project unit at
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the Sokoins InilfAr<:ih; of Aqriculturs

their experience,

of records

torms,

also revealed that within larqe scale

tractor records. This was reflected

diflfen3nt tarrns. The recorded data was extracted

unit,

The extension

and then

exercise books, ledgers, loose sheets and content,

unit will be established then one standardise

''''''"f.'''' 'y. However to this

should be kept in log books. The log books should be all farmers with

the available government extension Tanzania, The log

should contain sufficient space

A,,,chPI nfliAr! tor a new one each

the colieet methods of data

Individual tractor reüabiüty imnortant investment nArR,r,A!Ar and can assist the

indicating tractor

tha periad of

record keeping shou!d

time revaal inherent design defecls

makes

tractor owners in investment decisions.

reJiability is by observing frequeney meehanieal breakdown

occurrence. It is recommended that

include this itern. This would

common in different tractor

6.2 Applicability of repair

developad

repair cast prediction lunetions agree Iairlv with

developed elsewhere [4, 41, 60, 99, 102], Therefare

can be used to estimate the expected magnitude

ditterent periad of ownership. Hawever, it should be

predicled end tne actual repair costs shauld
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anticipated to occur because the prediction functions do not include all tactors

responsible for tractor tailures.

Generally these provide an irnportant information which was lacking in the

scope of agricultural mechanisation in Tanzania. functions established tor

tractors in developed countries were used for prediction of repair costs of tractors at

different in Tanzania [12]. Unfortunately the estimated magnitudes

of repair costs in this study have shown to be different from those established in USA

or Europe.

The developed prediction functions however will have to be reviewed from time to

time as more data will be collected for the rnachines or as other new

machines will be introduced to Tanzania market, This is also the case for developed

countriss. For example ROTZ AND BOWER 991) [73] reported that in the USA studies

on repair costs of machinery have gone several revisions. The first finding

on repair costs was reported in 1941 but they continue to be changed as the new

machines are developed or machines are fPrlPc:iflrlPrl

6.3 Importance of the annual findings

The findings of annual costs of tractors arid draft animals provide also an irnportant

information that was lacking trorn extension matertals in Tanzania. It is

therefore presumed that agricultural planners in Tanzania will change tneir views as

far as mechanisation with tractors in Tanzania is concern because the results of the

annual costs have shown that with a certain size of the farms the use of tractors is

justified than the use of draft animals. Nevertheless, it is important to observe

management Iactors when using tractors for agricultural production so as minimise

the annual costs and thereby increase the overall profit.

On the other hand, these results have a clear message to policy change in Tanzania.

That is mstead of relying on the current small peasant tarmers to increase

agricultural production the should be changed toward on srnall-to

medium seale farmers.
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For past 30 years policy ot

of

been geared to increase the

B~ ~ownfu~

psasant lailed increase in Tanzania, Simply

because most 01 peasant Iailed indicated low adoption

rate 01 new technologies SUCll as hand to draft animal lmplernents. The

anirnal dratt technology seems to be more cornplicated than the use hand tools.

Although the requirements draft anlrnals are within the of

peasant mainly technical skills.

agriculturaJ

then it will

Srnall-to-rnedium scale

economics

The graups who can

will inciude businesspersons and

busy from rural to

associatad with hand

to-date

the government encourage srnan-to-rneomm scale

encouraging the use tractors

larmers operate commercial aqncuuurai

scale, include the of farm

be part of small-to-rnediurn scale

the young people who

areas to liberate themselves

use of extension services.continue

In practising such government will be to initiate the availability

of credit capab!e of en(~aging

themselves in aqricultural availed such credit

facilities This is because loans offered by the banks tend be to the

people with fixed perhaps could be problern for the

educated people who irrtend to themselves enterprises. It is also

irnportant note that credit offered be strictly commercial

nril,r.i!"Ip.~. Other important of the government be to advise these farmers

mechanisation. The work of advising farmers should

government encourage and

that discouraqe investment

al!owing tarmers large pieces

encouraqe open trade policy, whereby farmers can

to the countries. Especially when

neigh!bouring """ In!"'!",,, are more that of

The government remove all unnecessarv

in such as

ot land,

be allowed seil their prouuce

prices of produce

the country.
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industries 10 sell their products 10 other countriss but lhe same governmenl

dlseourages farmers lheir produce crops) 10 countriss.

author ollhis rsport remembers one case where larmers were held by police

because they transportinq lheir malze 10seil in lhe country where

lhe pries was mueh higher than Inland. 1I lhe government does not want larmers to

export their produee lhen 11 should be prepared 10buy those produee at a priee equal

or more lhan that offered outside lhe eounlry. Otherwlse hindering larmers in lhe free

Irade market systern will paralyse even Ihe eommercial orisnted farmers.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of tractors in Tanzania has been the past years considered be

inappropriate. This has resulted to the population 01 tractors in the eountry drop,

Moreover lhe overall agrieullural produetion has Bul when observing

green revolution 01 other eountries, as thoss 01 far east, countries

like lndia, etc. have recorded greater economic growth in the zo"
as a result 01 improved means producnon in agrieulture inerease use

All countries whieh have realised this potential,

employed tractor in agricultural production considerable

advaneement in eeonomie development.

order to stimulate the use 01 tractors in \/vith the

determining the costs tractors under Tanzanian

conditlons whieh eould act as a advising tarrners 10 use

profitably. Currently intormation available.

The work was based on lhe hypotheses that

trorn tractors is cheaper than

animals. Also tractors are used properly based on the technical and Ar:,nnl)mir:

tactors, tilen the annual costs per unit area 01 the cultlvatsd land are lower than that

01 dralt anirnals. lt should noted here that the technology is

favoured by the governmenl since in 1969.

The work starred with deterrnination repair costs of tractors because tractorization

in Tanzania has been observed be limited with number among these

one the major sources. The softwate programme ealeulating the

annual costs of tractors was developed and the recommended optimum periods for

replaeement of tractors tor different levels utilisation also ascertained.

Similarly, the annual eosts of draft animals in a place with and without tradition

of cattle keeping were determined. Then a direet comparison of lhe annual costs

tractors and dratt animals was carried-out.
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Data for the study was colleeted in Tanzania for a total period of 8 rnonths in six

regions, Arusha, Iringa, Kilimanjaro, Morogoro, Shinyanga and Tanga.

Tractor data was colleeled from 12 large scale farms and 19 small-to-medium seale

farmers. The recorded tractor data from !arge scale farms were collecled from the

past records, whilst data from small-to-rnedium scale farmers were collected by

inlerviewing the respondents, who relied mainly from recalling. Animal drall data was

obtained from 30 households by the use of questionnaire.

Data of 121 tractors were calleeted fram large scale farms. Out of these 96 were two

wheel drive tractors and the rest were four-wheel drive tractors. Data of 25 tractors

were calleeted fram srnall-to-medtum seale farmers. The rssults of the 2WD tractors

owned by large scale farms were classified based on tractor makes, to include

Massey Ferguson, Case International, Ford and Same. Other tractor groups were not

classified into tractor makes because the number of tractors in the group were too

small to permit a meaningful statistical analysis. In the analysis of repair costs, the

actual repairs were classified into 5 major assembly groups, namely engine,

transrnlssion, hydraulic system, electrical and the other group for unspecified

components.

Data for draft animals was collected in Shinyanga and Morogoro regions. Shinyanga

region represented the area with tradition in cattle keeping. While Moragoro region

represented areas with no tradition in cattle keeping but draft animal technology is

being introduced to reduce the problem associated with shortage of tarm power.

The major lindings of the results are summarily presented as foliows:

. The survey data indicate that most of the tractor operators in Tanzarua (85%)

have never undergone any training in operating and caring of the tractors, About

10% of the operators are not able to read and write. However about 70% of tractor

operators has the basic education, thus they can read and wrlte in Swahili. lt was

the opinion of this work that training course for operators is very important

because the training programme will expose the drivers on the facts regarding

01 tractors. Otherwise lt is very diflicuit tor operators to carry out for

example tractor routine maintenance by relying on tractor manuals that are
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written in Whereas English language

language for the most the operators. The repair

be redueed if trained operators will be used.

is not a eommanding

tractors can possibly

2. The mean utilisation levels of tractors vary between 600 and 100 hours per year

per tractor. The utilisation levels 2WD traetors owned by !arge seale farms are

than 2WD tractors owned the small-to-mediurn seale farmers. The

reason to the tact that seale farms own large areas land

are found to be one area. Whi!e small seale farmers own small farms are

scatted one plaee 10 another. The 4WD tractors

wem found have few annual hours ot use because Ihey are regarded

tractors, that case they are restricted to

The repair costs analysis shown an extreme coefficient of variations

for the total repair costs repair of assembly groups

trom one tractor to another the same group. Also results have shown that

the annual repair widely with the increase age.

The Massey Ferguson tractors owned by large seale tarms have

minimum average annual repair cost per hour. While 2WD-Case lntemational

4WD tractors were found to have highest average annual repair cost per

The results of repair costs aecording to assembly groups revealed that more than

70% 01 the costs are used restote the performance 01 the engine and

transrnission groups for all traetor groups. The could be partially explained

by the eonsiderable work required to expose the part in the englne and

transmission than in other groups. that ease these are areas whieh

olfer a potential repair costs saving, attention is taken to prevent

damages.

5. The repair cost predlction models were best represented as apower funetions of

the aeeumulated hours of use sirnilar to the results lhe previous researches.

The results of 2WD tractors owned by both large and srnall-to-rnedlum seale

farmers were found to be consistent magnitude with 8urkina Faso

The result 01 4WD tractors were eonsistent with results published in
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Germany [99, 102]. However, at higher accumulated usage above 7000 hours

they predict extremely higher repair costs than that of Germany. Generally the

applicability of the established predictlon funclions is reeommended, besides the

tact that the variations in the magnitude between the predieted vaiues and the

aetual values are expeeted. This is atlributed to the fact that the funetions do not

inelude all faetors that affeet repairs, namely operators ski11 and altitude, inherited

traetor design defeets, maintenance regime, ete.

6. The eurves whieh represented the results of the annual eost per hour indicate that

as the period of traetor ownership is increased the annual costs decreases rapidly

in the first few years, then the eurves beeome flat. However if the ownership

period is increased further the annual costs per hour increase rapidly. The overall

annual eosts of traetors in Tanzania depends very much on the amount of annual

usage. The 2WD tractors used annually for 1000 hours have the minimum annual

costs ranging between Tshs 9,800 and Tshs 11,500 per hour. Whereas 4WD

tractors used for 500 hours per year have the minimum annual cost of about Tshs

18,000 per hour.

7. Comparison of the annual costs of tractors established in Tanzania with that

appearing in Germany's agrieultural machinery standards book [48] shows that the

annual costs in Tanzania are high by almest 1.1 to i.5 times the values reported

in Germany. Nevertheless, in the report important measures were discussed on

how these costs eould be reduced. The measures inelude inereasing annual

utilisation and reducing repair costs by using trained operators. Other measures

include that of reducing initial costs by using second hand tractors, a case of

Moroeco was cited as an example.

8. The survey data provided an evidenee that the replaeement period of traetors in

Tanzania for both small-to-medium and large scale farmers is not guided by the

eeonomical prineiples. Traetor owners do not set aside funds whieh eould be used

later for replacement of traetors. To reverse the situation requires the need to

address the issue in order to impart the importanee of optimum replaeement

period to tractor owners. The analysis of data eolleeted shows that the optimum

replacement ages in Tanzania range frorn 7000 h to 12000 h. The comparison of
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these agrees with the results elsewhere [17, It

was found out that low inflation rates and loan interest rates at low

tractor annual usage increases optimum replacement of tractors

because the rates increase the costs. But at high annual usage the effect

of inflation and loan interest rates on the replacement are inc:innifi""nl

9. In the the annual costs of using drall animals

aetivities, the results showed that the priee of oxen

is lower than in The mean different was at 99%

eonfidenee level. The costs sperrt farmers for vaccination was in

Shinyanga than in however the mean differenee was The

dipping costs were in than and the mean difterenee

was found to be at 99% eonfidenee level. The treatment costs whieh

inelude and medicine were in than

Shinyanga, the mean difference was not The

overall minimum annual cost of using drall animals in region was found

to be Tshs 129,624, whereas the minimum annual cost in Morogoro region was

established to be Tshs 180,330. That means the area with traditional cattle

keeping has lower annual costs 01 oxen than areas without the tradition.

10.The result 01 the comparison of the annual costs per output power shows that the

outpul power obtained from draft animals is expensive when compared to outout

power obtained from tractors, The costs of output power from drall animals range

between Tshs 220,000 and Tshs 320,000 per kW while that of tractors range

between Tshs 00,000 arid Tshs 180,000 per kW.
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11.The result of the comparison of annual costs of tractors and draft animals based

on the size of the farm revealed that the annual costs per ha of the drafl animals

were found to increase as the tarrn size increases. However the annual costs of

tractors per unit area were found to decrease as the farm size increases. These

implied that farmers wilh small sizes ot the farm (Iess than 10 ha) have to own and

use draft animals for agricullural production. The ownership of tractors in Tanzania

is justified tor farmers owning or capable of cultivating more than 100 ha per year.

Farmers having 20 ha 10 40 ha are recommended 10 hire tractors for agricultural

produclion. The comparison of these results wilh standards established elsewhere

were found 10 be positive [33, 36, 72].

Generally the findings ot this study confirm the validity of the study hypothesis.

Tractor technology otters a clear solution to the problern of low produclivily in the

country because tractors can pul more land under-cultlvation and as it has been

found the usage ot tractors for large areas of land reduces Ihe annual costs to a level

below that of using drafl anirnals for cultivating small sizes of farms.

Since the increase of agricultural productivity is absolute essential in Tanzania due to

among other reasons to increase production of food tor the increasing population,

and cash crops for export to obtain foreign currency for importing essential goods for

development and social services. The increment in production is unlikely to be

realised Ihrough the peasant farmers. This is mainly because peasant farmers are

ageing and the young and educated bodies are migrating to urban areas.

Then government intervention to promote the use of tractors in terms of policy

change is very essential. The different group of farmers with the ability to manage

tractors lechnically and economically need to be promoled. The farmers to be

developed should run agriculture as a commercial enterprise, such that they produce

substantial surpluses trom their tarming operations. Also apart from using tractors for

farming practice these farmers have to use modern technologies as a necessary

inpul for increasing production. This group of farmers can no langer be the peasant

farmers who are currently depended on by lhe governmenl. Coupled with policy

change, provision of credit and good mechanisalion advice through adequate

extension services are very important factors for the development of lhis group.
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Future work in this area should be geared in collecting more data under lang term

and contralIed conditions. This could be achieved if the awareness to keep complete

tractor records is imparted to tractor owners and operators. Then the data could be

used for developing expert system softwate to assist farmers in selection, utilisation

and replacement of tractors, The impact evaluation could also be carried out

by comparing the socio-economics of tractor users with farmers who use other power

sources.
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Appendix 1: Questions used in eolleetion of Traetors data

145

Name of the Farm or owneL " " """." "." " .. ""'"''''''''''''''''''

Address .

2. Loeation from major town .."" ....... """" ....."." ..""" ...... " ... """" """" .."" .."""
Types of soil in the area ..."""" ..""" .."""""""" ..""""" .."" ..""" ""." "
Average annual rainfall. .." " "." " "" " " " .." ""." """.

3. Total number of permanent employee at the tarm.. ..""" ..""""." .." ..""""""..."

Average number of temporary employee ....."."""" ..""" ..""""""" ....... ""."",,.

4. Total area of the farm ..." .." .."" ....""" ..... """".""."" """ ...... " .... " ...... """ .."" ...

Types of craps grown" .."" " .."" .." " " " " ""." "" .

5. Types of agricultural maehinery available allhe farm"""""." "." "" ....

Types of tractors available " .. " " """""." "" "".""" "

Types of implements available " "" " " "."." .."" .."""." "

6. General remarks regarding the farm "" "" "" .." ,, ..

7. Tractor technical data

Tractor type " Model Power " " " ..""" ..

Purchasing price " .."" .."""""."". Year of purehase " """ .." .." """."".".

8. Name of tractor operator.. "" ""."" " """" " .."." " " " ..
Experience in tractor operation """""""" "." "". """"""''''''''''''''''''''
Operator education (according to five ranks) " " " .... " ..""."" ......
Any training in tractor operation? ." ..". Where and for how lang."""."""""""

9. Traetor annual performance history (hours or area cultlvated).. " .....

Annual quantities of fuel and oil If available """ ....""" ...."" .."".".,, .

10.

11.

Types of insuranee policy used""." .."" "".""." " "" "."

Hislorieal annual insuranee costs

Housing costs if any " ..." ..".""" ...." ......" ..... ,,..... """ ...." ... " ..... "" ...

12. Is routine maintenanee earried out?" .."" .... " ........

13. Tractor repair hislory: Date and types of repair earried out ....... "" .."."
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Annpnr1i", 2: Questions used

the

collection animals data

2. Location: name

Distance from

the ."""",,,,,,,, ..,,.,,,,.,,.,, ....... ,,.,, .., ... ,,.,, ..,, ... ,, ..,,,,,.,,.

town ' "" .."".""", .. " " "".""."""

anlrnals used " " " .." ,,,.,, ..,,,,,,,, , , ..

animals ,.., ", , ..

Types implements available , , , , , .

How big is the farm cultivated draft animals.. ""."" ..", .." ,..",

Crops grown" ".""." .." " """ ",,,, , ,, ,,..,"." " " .." .."

5. Purchase pries of draft animals.".".""." ""."" " " " ..

cost of dralt animal.. " , " " " ".

Annual housing cost. .

insurance c;u:>l. , " .. " ", "",,, .. ,,.. ,,,,.,, " ..

Annual tax cost. .

6. Types of basic feed used " """"""" " "" "

Types feed " " " " " .." .." .

Cast involved in basic feed " " " .

involved supplementary feed ,,, ,,,, ,,

7. of diseases common in the place..""" ...... " ..."".""""" ..." .........

Annuai vaccination cost per dratt

Annual cost per oraft anirnal. " " " " .." ..

Annual treatment costs , .

Other annual health cost any ..

8. How many labourers are used control dratt animals ..

What is the labour charge "" .

For how long do pay labourers ..

9. Any other camment ', .." , , ' ,,,,, ..
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Appendix 3: Types and number of tractors data collected fram large scale farms

Farm Type of tractor No. of units

Arusha Seed Foundation 2WD - Gase International 1
4WD - Gase International 3
2WD - Ford 2

Basuto Plantation 2WD - Gase International 1
4WD - Gase International 2

Gawal Wheat Farm 2WD - Gase International 5
4WD - Gase International 4

Gidagamowd Wheat Farm 2WD - Gase International 5
4WD - Gase International 2

Mringa Estate 2WD - Massey Ferguson 3
4WD - Valmet 2

Mtibwa Sugar Estate 2WD - Ford 5
4WD - Ford 2

Mulbadaw Wheat Farm 2WD - Gase International 3
4WD - Case International 3

Murjanda Wheat Company 2WD - Case International 4
4WD - Case International 3
2WD - Ford 2

Mwera Sisal Estate 2WD - Same 13
4WD - Same 1

Setchet Wheat Farm 2WD - Ford 1
4WD - Case International 3

Tanganyika Planting Company 2WD - Massey Ferguson 39

Tanganyika Wattle Company 2WD - Ford 12
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Appendix 4: Prorrramrns for calculatinq annual costs of tractors

GLS

REM Programme for Galculating Annual Ownership Costs of tractors

INPUT "Enter tractor types"; A$

INPUT "Enter tractor code"; T

INPUT "Enter Purehase price in Tshs."; P

INPUT "Enter Investment interest rate"; r

INPUT "Enter Loan interest rate"; i

INPUT "Enter Inflation rate"; 9

INPUT "Enter Annual use in hours"; h

INPUT "Enter monthly salary of tractor operator"; Lrn

INPUT "Enter fuel consurnption"; u,
INPUT "Enter fuel price"; fp

INPUT "Enter oil price"; fo

PRINT

PRINT "OUTPUT FILE"

PRINT

PRINT "The Purehase Price of tractor is Tshs ": P

PRINT "Investment interest rate is "; 100 * r; "%"

PRINT "Loan interest rate is "; 100 * i; "%"

PRINT "Inflation rate is "; 100 * g; "%"

PRINT "Manthly salary of tractor operator is Tshs ": Lrn

PRINT "Price of fuel per litre is Tshs ": fp

PRINT "Price 01 Lubrlcant per kg is Tshs "; 10

SLEEP

PRINT

PRINT "ANNUAL GOSTS OF "; A$; " TRAGTOR FOR ANNUAL USE OF "; h; "

HOURS"

PRINT

PRINT "Years", "Annual costs (Tshs.)"

FOR N = 1 TO 19

Si = 0

82 = 0
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FOR j = 1 TO N

Wn = (1 + g) 1\ j I (1 + r) 1\ j

IF T= 40 THEN In = .01 * P * EXP(-.28 * (j - 1) + .007 * (j -1) 1\2)

IF T < 40 THEN In= .01 * P * EXP(-.24 * (j - 1) + .005 • (j - 1) 1\ 2)

8, = 8, + W n

82 = 82 + (In * Wn)

NEXTj

IF T =40 THEN Sn=P * EXP(-.28 * N + .007 * N 1\2)

IF T < 40 THEN Sn=P * EXP(-.24 * N + .005 * N 1\ 2)

Dn=Sn * «1 + g) 1\ N I (1 + r) 1\ N)

REM Rn is Aceumulated Repair costs tor annual use equal to h hours

IF T =40 THEN Rn = P * .00157 * (.001 * h * N) 1\3.049

IF T =21 THEN Rn =P * .026517 * (.001 * h * N) 1\ 1.4574

IF T = 22 THEN Rn =P * .030536 * (.001 * h * N) 1\ 1.6694

IF T =23 THEN Rn =P * .039613 * (.001 * h * N) 1\ 1.4853

IF T = 24 THEN Rn =P * .050813 * (.001 * h * N) 1\ 1.4206

IF T = 25 THEN Rn = P * .004639 * (.001 * h * N) 1\ 2.3775

Z =Rn * (1 + g) 1\N I (1 + r) 1\ N

Po=P * i * (1 + i) 1\ N * « 1 +r) 1\ N - 1) I (r * (1 + r) 1\ N * «1 + i) 1\ N - 1))

REM CI is annual labour cost

CI = 12 * Lm

REM Fe is annual tuel cost

Fe= tp * Uc* h

REM Co ls annual cost of oil

Co = .15 * Uc * h * t,

An = «Po +Z + 82 - Dn)/ 8, + (CI+ Fe + Co))I h

PRINT N, An

NEXT N

END
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Appendix 5.1: Analysis 01repair costs (Tshs ,000) of 2WD Massey Ferguson tractors

Age of tractcrs Usaqe (hr) Enqlne Transmission Hydraullc Electrica! Other Total

15 662 91,67 295,19 33,71 43,10 1,52 465,19
C.V (%) 45 71 106 184 127 239 69

18 983 254,03 213,04 9,90 25,47 2,43 504,88
cv (%) 29 113 133 246 106 185 80

36 1212 391,88 425,15 17,46 89,57 13,37 937,44
C.V (%) 24 133 160 187 125 204 92

41 1036 661,62 982,08 87,72 205,84 36,61 1973.87
C.V (%) 35 93 72 209 93 92 57

25 932 981,58 945,44 131,78 138,43 28,25 2225,47
C.V (%) 39 92 99 198 168 148 63

1081 907,37 836,71 168,61 200,29 16,92 2129,90
cv (%) 41 117 90 170 108 130 75

7 30 1320 974,92 836,40 61,24 166,70 19,86 2059,12
C.V (%) 22 95 91 263 103 151 61

35 1147 1251,03 937,78 162,35 394,43 47,39 2812,99
cv (%) 35 95 87 172 92 126 74

21 970 1002,47 992,14 83,61 262,32 31,94 2372,46
cv (%) 31 128 103 192 109 107 96

10 15 705 1903,18 767,25 176,59 106,33 13,16 2988,52
C.V (%) 6 77 74 161 143 87 59

11 13 813 471,94 1623,50 65,95 138,24 28,00 2327,55
cv (%) 26 52 78 124 136 72 58

12 10 708 1412,62 726,99 263,50 52,77 6,75 2462,B2
c.v ('%) 20 101 100 171 93 114 69

13 10 790 1566,90 116B,66 139,38 92,11 14,54 2961,60
c.v ('~·o) 13 96 81 97 113 122 68

14 909 617,03 875,26 152,91 8,57 0,00 1653,78
c.v(%) 15 111 124 148 105 0 96

15 657 360,01 564,19 22,52 59,37 6,50 1075,47
c.v ('%) 19 91 98 283 112 109 72

16 766 435,96 695,42 26,37 1278,16
cv (%) 50 90 88 0 96 103 52

17 737 3173,11 106,72 53,55 72,87 3,06 3411,32
c.v(%) 28 45 162 200 74 200 40

18 954 1429,27 449,23 2,13 137,78 27,74 2046,15
c.v(%) 31 89 138 283 116 148 56

710 1184,75 922,72 296,14 301,12 67,72 2772,45
cv 46 84 54 128 93 106 59
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Appendix 5.2: Analysis of repair costs (Tshs ,000) of 2WD - Case International tractors

Age Nc.ot trectcrs Us.ge (hf) Engine Transmission Hyraulic etectrrcet Other Total

950 204,40 239,47 139,00 11,13 8,27 638,40

c.V (°/0) 23 85 102 139 224 218 77

886 390,24 1040,47 82,05 73,33 5,86 1591,96

C.V (%.; 29 80 81 103 200 138 33

384 323,48 581,63 15,60 62,21 0,00 982,92

c.v(%) 9 86 127 178 138 ° 120
7 933 431,48 676,93 54,29 118,69 26,91 1308,31

c.v(%) 41 90 68 133 152 153 50
7 683 1215,48 1155,13 90,29 41,71 20,66 2523,26

c.v(%) 59 68 82 128 253 188 54
6 7 767 987,46 612,89 396,70 136,01 9,67 2142,72

c.V ("/0) 51 71 81 100 116 132 46
7 7 571 554,63 764,84 105,63 262,38 7,00 1694,68

c.v(%) 103 107 88 127 113 265 62
497 739,37 1085,21 65,34 287,99 66,50 2244,41

G.v('%) 69 112 51 173 70 138 63
7 764 2083,80 425,83 45,93 108,29 0,00 2663,85

c.v(%) 57 100 115 143 151 ° 64
10 13 779 3245,67 2442,18 411,73 248,81 44,61 6393,01

c.v(%) 52 110 80 136 111 161 69
11 13 869 484,96 1660,44 214,12 68,19 30,44 2458,13

c.v(%) 24 94 86 159 89 89 60
12 14 756 3384,96 945,17 366,55 78,03 15,62 4790,32

c.v(%) 28 96 115 199 146 261 65
13 14 879 2238,30 1518,77 407,68 95,35 30,55 4290,65

c.v(%) 25 116 71 162 107 104 80
14 11 831 2079,58 3531,38 269,67 20,79 44,96 5946,38

C.V ('%) 27 115 113 92 212 164 79
15 822 2710,34 1550,75 76,52 139,10 9,19 4485,90

c.v(%) 37 65 120 62 218 151 72
16 785 1637,61 744,27 87,59 13,07 3,13 2485,67

c.v(%) 35 120 150 141 125 262 117
17 7 662 3186,65 250,88 157,07 45,49 2,23 3644,53

c.v{%) 47 76 189 116 218 265 62
16 659 1989,45 195,62 41,90 85,21 56,66 2369,04

c.v(%) 42 143 121 140 156 117 113
19 419 1553,07 76,71 23,24 0,00 0,00 1653,02

c.v(%} 43 91 115 115 0 0 88
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Appendix 5.3: Analysis of repair costs (Tshs ,000) ot 2WD - Ford tractors

Age No.ot tractors Usage (hr) Engine Transmission Hydraune Electrlca! Other Total

8 858 189,61 386,99 65,72 73,10 5,09 720,51
C.v (%) 34 131 101 155 133 254 68

10 962 390,47 1078,21 127,32 113,36 6,04 1715,40
c.v(%) 21 49 125 141 123 105 78

15 1170 397,65 995,05 82,58 114,57 27,78 1517,63
C,V (%) 24 83 162 177 102 168 108

17 901 779,03 805,51 70,96 176,70 26,01 1858,21
c,v(%) 34 92 77 217 113 162 58

5 20 970 1714,75 1271,70 77,64 166,41 22,66 3253,16
c.v(%) 26 95 92 187 133 145 71

1056 1855,84 820,94 331,92 262,55 12,80 3284,06
cv (%) 27 96 95 105 89 154 67

849 890,52 535,60 63,72 69,29 10,92 1570,06
c.v(%) 36 112 89 219 101 189 81

6 534 519,35 295,15 32,39 79,12 4,77 933,26
cv (%) 80 96 138 200 143 245 78

11 853 1433,76 942,27 149,86 204,12 23,83 2753,84
c.v(%) 10 68 75 105 112 143 36

10 12 810 2638,52 1300,05 294,28 45,82 14,63 4293,30
c.v(%) 12 64 105 107 162 119 36

11 9 877 337,72 2954,62 158,72 82,57 29,17 3582,81
cv (%) 16 83 76 56 107 104 63

12 11 761 4435,18 643,57 104.87 46,27 16,87 5246,77
c.v (~ic.) 22 71 97 114 105 171 65

13 11 751 2803.77 766,21 256,00 117,39 21,53 3964,90
cv(%) 10 61 82 221 96 116 51

9 890 1259,95 3451,27 134,89 25,34 38,69 4910,14
cv (".:e) 16 67 67 104 123 105 32

15 752 1428,24 1090,69 37,19 39,06 3,20 2598,39
c.v (%,) 12 96 84 144 83 75 74

16 863 1039,61 185,64 56,43 1299,20
C.V (~c) 19 23 73 105 71 200 20

17 814 1476,86 1303,00 543,44 32,56 17,85 3373,70
C.V ('~o) 15 54 44 70 102 96 22

Appendix 5.4: Analysis of repair costs (Tshs ,000) of 2WD - Same tractors

Age No. ot tractors Usaqe (hr) Enqlne Transmission Hydrauüc Electrlcal Other Total

898 200,60 399,59 242,64 20,57 23,20 886,60
c.v(%) 53 83 118 157 202 276 57

12 997 270,74 1086,06 129,62 66,29 3,55 1556,26
c.v(%) 39 168 69 204 183 i62 57

13 1202 966,91 407,17 136,58 43,58 9,01 1563,25
c.v (%) 35 81 139 180 164 186 65

13 1036 1297,09 787,29 57,97 77,51 20,79 2375,09
c.v t'x.) 30 168 134 200 102 177 118

11 1030 1852,10 1509,40 276,69 323,57 14,81 3976,57
c.v(%) 36 138 106 126 269 224 59

13 1115 1626,91 541,95 642,71 167,61 9,45 2988,61
cv (%) 27 109 139 161 90 165 66

7 12 1115 2216,07 969,03 198,84 128,77 10,66 3734,77
C,V (%) 25 133 109 194 88 223 86

2 1162 1036,49 45,60 875,82 0,00 0,00 1957,91
C.V(%) 23 141 141 141 8

2 664 7016,74 67,22 110,05 132,47 21,38 7347,86
cv (%) 40 66 141 99 141 141 60
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Appendix 5.5: Analysis of repair costs (Tshs ,000) of Four wheel drive tractors

Age No.ot Tractors Usage (hr) Engine Transmission Hydraulic ElectricaJ Other Total

16 919 399,76 502,01 255,88 295,40 1,73 1454,77

c.v(%,) 33 40 126 106 120 220 50
20 1029 649,18 1172,51 145,49 72,95 1,84 2041,97

c.v(%) 37 68 104 138 177 266 61
20 1037 636,60 702,04 98,28 20,39 2,36 1459,67

c.v(%) 27 79 135 129 202 275 65
21 818 2363,16 1186,34 272,94 149,87 5,34 3977,65

c,v(%) 47 99 110 121 126 260 66
19 1057 3217,70 979,99 467,83 72,01 1,54 4739,08

c,v(%) 37 74 98 112 136 208 56
19 775 1548,03 1173,93 384,30 78,59 22,53 3207,38

c.v(%) 51 109 81 90 149 192 53
7 18 684 1180,34 798,81 109,19 115,67 1,49 2205,50

c.v(C)o) 46 97 88 159 152 212 50
16 512 209,73 765,56 613,98 52,31 1,23 1642,81

c,v(%) 57 93 84 117 159 24<3 56
17 308 891,96 573,12 132,62 39,25 1,44 1638,39

c,v(%) 95 96 79 157 153 254 62
10 14 479 806,04 769,65 458,04 114,31 1,90 2149,95

c.v(%) 30 100 95 129 91 183 65
11 14 397 584,45 673,08 349,03 60,53 1,95 1669,04

C.V('%l) 67 58 66 74 135 237 26
12 14 172 709,89 3057,72 876,55 15,24 2,89 4662,29

c.v(%) 29 61 53 90 326 253 41
13 14 639 1135,80 81,01 114,32 16,24 0,00 1347,38

c.v(%) 40 71 160 155 374 56
14 10 639 1731,98 2249,24 788,68 56,54 0,00 4826,44

c,v(%) 40 69 60 89 139 40
15 469 4285,74 2103,99 346,00 57,03 11,87 6804,63

c.v(%) 17 58 91 81 185 152 53
16 583 807,47 119,17 51,95 119,15 3,89 1101,64

c.v(%,) 17 76 123 179 114 164 64
17 450 745,41 4708,34 0,00 0,00 0,00 5453,75

c,v(%) 12 124 141 139
18 539 1636,66 155,90 311,79 0,00 0,00 2104,35

c,v(%) 48 113 141 141 119
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Appendix 5.6: Analysis 01repair costs (Tshs ,000) of 2WD tractors owned by SMSF

Aga Nc.o! tractors Usage (heure) Engine Transmission Hydraullc Electtical Other TOTAL

iO 1307 157,42 0,00 136,59 65,59 17,98 377,58
C.v (%) 46 315 211

10 1363 87,97 28,94 115,75 0,00 11,63 244,29
c.v ("/o) 30 32 32

10 1295 97,23 110,29 115,75 65,59 19,44 408,31
C.v('%) 57 174 211

10 707 128,61 277,80 187,52 0,00 29,70 623,63
c.v(%) 72 32 12

10 585 279,64 1968,57 70,60 188,26 178,35 2685,41
C.V (%) 150 42

8 654 2009,63 33,89 70,60 200,02 115,71 2429,84
c.v(%) 68 224 45

13 524 348,27 0,00 522,41 0,00 43,53 914,22
C.v (%) 35

15 457 1044,82 0,00 522,41 0,00 78,36 1645,59
c.v(%) 64

18 345 626,89 0,00 522,41 0,00 57,47 1206,77
c.V(%) 105

10 13 587 3125,05 449,46 658,90 200,02 221,67 4655,10
C.V (~/~) 2 58 58

11 13 695 65,89 2409,68 70,60 200,02 137,31 2883,49
c.v (%) 65 58 58

12 711 325,89 651,77 271,57 0,00 62,46 1311,69
cv ("I..) 52 50

13 6 529 999,38 0,00 271,57 0,00 24,44 1295,40
c.v(%) 84

14 5 458 499,69 0,00 271,57 0,00 19,01 790,27
c.v(%) 85

15 4 367 2307,92 2163,67 53,42 0,00 226,25 4751,26
C.V (0/0) 82 50

16 4 308 327.67 983,00 409,58 0,00 86,01 1806,27
c.v(%) 45 120

17 3 323 491,50 2528,50 409,58 209,88 171,48 3810,94
C.v (%) 62 16
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Appendix 7: Repair costs functions of the assembly groups (TAR as % of Initial price)

MASSEY Oo71(x)'67
FERGUSON

CASE l.H 1.71 OJ96(X )13424 0,1 O,Ü28(x)'S%!

FORD

SAME

4WD

0,03

2WD - SMSF OJ53(x)25086 5B47(x) - 20

Note:
x

- JOOO'
where X =cumulated hours of use.
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8,5: Annual ownership costs 01
at different of

Period of ownership
(year)

1 32891 19402 17172
2 28556 17387 15600
3 26019 16376 14939
4 98 15830 14742
5 2281 15611 14891
6 21745 15654 15334
7 20911 15921 16039

20265 -16387 16984
19771 17034 18153

10 19403 17848 19535
1 19143 1 211 9

12 8975 19937 22898
13 18888 196 24865
1 18872 22590 2701
5 18920 241 5

16 19027 25767
17 19186 27541

19394 29435 37359
19 19648 31446 40363

Appendix 8,6: Annual costs (Tshs/hour) of 2WD tractors
owned Small to medium scale tarrners at
period ownership

Period of ownership Annual hours of use
(year)

500 hours 1000 hours 1200 hours

1 16435 9910 8838
2 14538 9068
3 13473 8665 7932
4 12711 8429 7817
5 12124 8295 7794
6 1658 8232 7837
7 1283 8224 7931
8 0977 8259 8065
9 10727 8330 8234

10 10523 8430 8430
1 10356 8554 8651

12 10219 8700 8892
13 0109 8864 9151
14 10021 9043 9426
5 9952 9236 971

16 9899 9441 5
17 9860 9657 10326
18 9834 9883
19 9819 10116
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Appendix 9,1: The eftect ot inflation rates on optimum replacement period (year) at
two levels of loan interest rates (18% and 12%) while keeping
investment interest rate constant of the 2WD tractors owned by
Small-to-medium scale farmers

Annual Loan interest rate 18% 18% 18% 18% 18% 18% 18% 18%
hours of Investment interest rate 10% O~/~ 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

use Inflation rate 6% 7% 8~/o 9% 6% 7% 8% 9%

500 25 23 20 18 23 21 18 17
600 17 16 15 14 17 15 14 13
800 10 10 9 9 10 10 9 9
1000 7 7 7 6 7 6 6 6

Appendix 9,2: The effeet of loan interest rates on optimum replaeement period
(year) at two levels of inflation rates (7% and 8%) while keeping
investment interest rate constant of the 2WD tractors owned by
Small-to-medium scale farmers

Annual Loan interesl rate 22% 18% 14% 12% 22% 18% 14% 12%
hours of Investment interest rate 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 100/0 10% 10%

use Inflation rate 7% 7% 7% 7% 9% 9% 9% 0 0 /
vN

500 25 23 21 21 19 18 17 17
600 17 16 15 15 15 14 13 13
800 10 10 10 10 9 9 9 9

1000 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6

Appendix 10,1: Analysis of comparison of annual costs per outpul power (Tshs/kW)
of tractors and drafl animals

Type Average Annual cost Annual Total annual Annual
output power per hour hours of use cost (Tshs) cost/output

(kW) (Tshs/hr) (hr) (Tshs/kW)

Massey Ferguson 62 9800 1000 9800000 158064.52
Gase International 64 11500 1000 11500000 179687.50
Ford 58 10800 1000 10800000 186206.90
Same 52 9200 1000 9200000 176923.08
4WD 91 18000 500 9000000 98901.10
2WD (SMSF) 52 8200 1000 8200000 157692.31
Oxen - Shinyanga 0.56 129624 231471.43
Oxen - Morogoro 056 180330 32201786
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Appendix 10.3: Estimated monthly labour costs attract the required
number ot labourers to control dran animals

Farm Area (ha) Pair of Oxen No. of labourer

4 3 3000
8 2 6 3000

20 5 15 6000
40 10 30 12000
60 15 45 24000
80 20 60 48000
100 25 75 96000

Appendix 10.4: Determination of annual costs per hectare dratt animals
on different farm sizes

Area NO.of labour cost Labour Annual cost/ha Total annual cost/ ha
(ha) Labourers (Tshs) cast/ha without Iabour cast (Tshs/ha)

Tshs/ha

Shinyanga Morogoro Shinyanga Morogoro

3 27000 6750 25656 38333 32406 45083
54000 6750 25656 38333 32406 45083

20 15 270000 13500 25656 38333 39156 51833
40 30 1080000 27000 25656 38333 52656 65333
60 45 3240000 54000 25656 38333 79656 92333
80 60 8640000 108000 25656 38333 33656 146333

100 75 21600000 216000 25656 38333 241656 254333
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Appendix 0.5: Procedure used for determination of annual costs per hectare
(Tshs/ha) of tractors on different farm sizes
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rnost cases determination of the annual costs per unit area of tractors will involve

dividing the annual fixed costs with the total area to be worked per year. Then this

will be added with the annual variable costs per uni! area. The variable costs per unit

area for different sizes of the farms are normally constant.

In this study calculations were based on the actual cash flows method. Whereby tne

three cash flows were considered separate from labour, fuel and oil costs. In that

case the minimum annual costs for every tractor were determined (as per table

appendix 10.5. ). Then the minimum annual costs had to be added with the labour

costs and the actual costs of fuel and oll depending on the size of the tarrns

presented in appendix 10.5.2. The total sums were then divided by the respect farm

sizes. The result of wh ich are presented In table 10.5.3.

Appendix 10.5.1: Annual costs ot tractors (Tshs) at the
recommended replacement period

Tractor type

Massey Ferguean
Case International
Ford
Same
4WD
2WD (SMSF)

Replacement period

1 - 1 yeare
10- 11 years
8 - 9 years

10 - 11 years
14 years
7 years

Annual costs (Tshs)

5003223
6993711
6410902
5246555
6008608
4493594

The annual labour cost for operators of 2WD tractors is about Tshs 480000
The annuallabour cost tor operators of 4WD tractors is areund Tshs 520000

Table 10.5.2: The costs of fuel and oil consurnption per hectare (Tshs/ha)of land

Massey Case Ford Same 4WD 2WD
Ferguson International

Fuel consumption (I/h) 8.0 8.5 7.5 7.0 12.5 7.0
Oll eonsumption(I/h) 1.2 1.27 115 1.0 1.8 1.0
Fuel consumption (I/ha) 26.64 28.31 24.98 23.31 28.13 23.31
Oil consumption (I/ha) 4.00 4.23 3.83 3.33 4.05 3.33
Cost 01 tuel (Tshs/ha) 9324.00 9906.75 8741.25 8158.50 9843.75 8158.50
Cost of oll (Tshs/ha) 3196.80 3383.28 3063.60 2664.00 3240.00 2664.00

Total cost (Tshs/ha) 2520.80 13290.03 11804.85 10822.50 13083.75 10822.50
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Note: The average performance of 2WD tractors '" 3.33 h/ha
The average performance of 4WD tractors '" 2.25 h/ha
Fuel '" Tshs 350/lltre
Oll = Tshs 800/lltre

10.5.3: ot lhe combined total annual costs per hectare
01 tractors Im different farm sizes

Area (ha) Massey Ferguson Case International Ford Same 4WD 2WD (SMSF)

20 286681.95 386975.58 356349.95 297150.25 339514.15 259502.20
40 149601.38 200132.81 184077.40 153986.38 176298.95 135162.35
60 103907.85 137851.88 126653.22 106265.08 121893.88 93715.73
80 81061.09 106711.42 97941.13 82404.44 94691.35 72992.43

100 67353.03 88027.14 80713.87 68088.05 78369.83 60558.44
120 58214.33 75570.96 69229.03 58543.79 67488.82 52269.12
140 51686.68 66673.68 61025.58 51726.46 59716.66 46348.17
160 46790.94 60000.72 54872.99 46613.47 53887.55 41907.46
180 42983.15 54810.65 50087.64 42636.69 49353.79 38453.58
200 39936.92 50658.59 46259.36 39455.28 45726.79 35690.47
220 37444.54 47261.44 43127.13 36852.30 42759.24 33429.75
240 35367.56 44430.49 40516.94 34683.15 40286.28 31545.81
260 33610.12 42035.07 38308.32 32847.71 38193.78 29951.71
280 32103.74 39981.86 36415.21 31274.48 36400.21 28585.34
300 30798.21 38202.40 34774.52 29911.02 34845.78 27401.15




